



By M. Homer Cummings 
130 Cedar Street 
Huntington 5, West Virginia
y-
POEM
Tho’ Henry High may feel that he 
A better speaker ought to be, 
He is too wise to make the blunder 
Of fooling with the Bishop’s thunder.
John Hollister, with short mustache, 
Would not commit an act so rash. 
Culpepper might, I cannot say - 
He is so mischievous and gay, 
But he had gone away that day.
I do not think that it was Yoak, 
Who played the homiletic joke. 
He knows full well discourses deep 
When preached by him puts folks to sleep. 
He'd rather sing to one and all, 
"Don’t take the pictures off the wall.’’
Who killed Cock Robin? ’Twas the sparrow, 
He did it with his bow and arrow.
Who stole our noble Bishop’s sermon?
That’s something we cannot determine.
A bishop once arose to preach
But when he sought to find his speech, 
Lo, it was not within his reach!
Tho' carefully he searched around, 
His homily could not be found.
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CONFERENCE
By M. Homer Cummings
130 Cedar Street
Huntington 5, West Virginia
(When Bishop Fred G. Holloway arose Sunday 
June 10, 1962, to deliver his annual sermon 
to the West Virginia Conference, he dis­
covered to his painful embarrassment that 
his manuscript was gone. The
poem is a bit of pleasantry prompted by this 
incident.)
Our superintendent, Dr. Woods,
Has not been caught yet with the goods. 
What shall we say of Frank L. Shaffer? 
He holds that honesty is safer.
The sermon was not taken hence 
By Kelley, Cain or Ira Mentz.
Tho’ they reside in Huntington, 
Far down below the heavens, 
This theft by Wallace was not done 
Nor was it Garrett Evans.
And Carlson, who records our vocal stuff, 
Most certainly has heard enough.
Yes, he would be the first to balk
At taking home the Bishop’s talk.
It was not Dr. Wayne F. Ransom, 
With winning smile and face so handsome.
I know it was not Dr. Potter -
He would not swipe a glass of water.
Then there are Detrick, Shamblin, Smith 
And others we can reckon with.
I do not have sufficient time
To mention every one in rhyme.
This may have been the perfect crime.
Ere Crows on would a sermon take, 
A point of order, he would make. 
I’m sure it was not Virgil Ware - 
He sits too near the Bishop’s chair.
It was not Dr. A. E. Bennett - 
He is the Chaplain of the Senate. 
Oh, no! it was not Cecil Bright, 
He seeks to do that which is right.
I'm not accusing Riggle-MAN 
Nor Martin, head of Wesley-AN 
Nor Dr. John E. Hanni-FAN
V.
I
k Excuse this pleasantry, I pray, 
And furthermore, let me now say:
If I have made another smile, 
My life on earth has been worth while.
Help me, Lord, to do my best, 
Bravely facing every test. 
Make of me what I should be - 
Always true, O God, to Thee.
When I reach the end of life, 
Weary of its toil and strife, 
Lead me gently by Thy hand 
Till I enter heaven’s land.
And Bishop, may I you advise: 
Possessions that you highly prize, 
You should not leave them lying round 
Where they by others may be found.
In West Virginia, you will find 
That though we natives all are kind, 
*T is best to lock the door at night
y And fasten every window tight.
If I have stopped a flowing tear
And brought to others hope and cheer, 
If I have lifted loads of care
And kept the lonely from despair, 
If I have told the lost of Christ 
Who for our sins was sacrificed, 
If I have won souls gone astray 
And showed to them the better way, 
s*xf I have eased a woe or pain,
I have not lived in vain.
• 
A1ffATlliR KW�T RADIO 
By M. Homer Cummings 
If you desire a radio 
.And do not have sufficient 11 dough, ll 
Come, get our plans for payments slow; 
Our terms are reasonable and low. 
We sell AT�ATrnR K�NT, you know, 
The best machine you can bestow 
Dpon a friend, sweetheart or beau
p
Your mother, sister or Aunt Chloe. 
You'll find it really is a foe 
To �loom, despondency and woe. 
All o'er the nation you can go 
By simply tuning in just so 
On hosts of stations in a row 
f.'rom Canada to :exico. 
As artists do their voices throw, 
fhe sweetest strains from it will flow 
Of 11 Swanee River,n H0ld Black Joe, 11 
And hymns that with great fervor �low 
And sermons that 3od 1 s mercies show. 
You'll bear musicians trombones blow­
Professionals and semi-pro, 
The farmer told his hay to mow, 
fhe time of year his corn to hoe 
And why his roosters ought to crow. 
fhere'll be some poims, too, of Poe, 
·.rhe wes,t her forecast, 11 Rain or snow, 11 
Instructions how to stronger �row 
By exercisin� to and fro 
fhe arm and limb, the head and toe. 
G re at West YXcq J-n i -a- Pre ache r S e r i e s
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An _au.to,bj og raph i ca I poem
By Reverend M. Homer Cummings
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Most gladly I shall now comp Iy 
And heed requests by Earl and High 
To write the story of my Iife­
lts joys and sorrows, peace and strife. 
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came to Christ 
was sacrificed; 
save my soul 
me whole.
I began to preach 
truths I tried to teach. 




I sought to labor for the Master 
In churches small thro’out the state 
(The service rendered was not great.) 
It is my hope that good was done 
And some were to the Savior won.
fast, 
soon be past.
walked by my side 
land abide;
I ast shall
. I J a ug h e d arrXp I. aye’d a nde red
t hTo ii’g^h "the w i I dVo o d. .
When I
Who on the cross
I trusted Him to
And by His power make
In nineteen hundred sixty-three, 
My work as pastor ceased to be-- 
Old Father Time made this decree. 
A pulpit now and then I fill, 
For ministers on leave or ill. 
The ev’nlng shades are falling 
Earth’s little while will 
Most friends who once 
I n yonder better 
When I in death at l  slumber, 
God grant that I may join their number.K
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If you arE looking for a car 
In whith to travel near and far, 
Let me commend to you the Nash-
Its pick-up, get-away, and dash. 
Not only has it pep and speed 
But all tne features that you nee1. 
It does not use much oil and gas, 
"'(\t has no equal in its class. 
You'll like its style, its beauty rare, 
·s an easy car to steer,
Its windows furnish vision clear. 
Tho' light or heavy be the load, 
You'll ride in comfort on the road. 
An1 you will find where'er you 60,
Its opera�ing costs are low. 
When niJlt arrives, you'll have a bed 
On which to rest your weary head. 






THl!J CY IC 
By • Homer C mminJs 
He si s aroun:i an::i smoke hi pipe 
An:1 all he oes is ~rowl a.n:i iripe . 
H ees 0 Joo::i in anythinj-
No even i the ir:i tha~ in~ . 
Th~ worlj to him ' s an awful place , 
I t ' s full of crime , sin, ani iisJrace . 
Since tote o~ our lan:i has jone , 
hy shoul i n try i ar o~? 
Tne weatner ever pl ases him , 
He ~rumrles wn n the skies ar :iim ; 
He oes ot like i t hen i-i · ins 
Anj wnen it ' s s nny , he complains . 
I is too sultry or too co ::i , 
1 T is so nl ike the :iays of oli . 
He tells s when he was a chi l j , 
he empera ure was al way mil:i . 
The inters 1iJ not make him freeze , 
~ach summe1 aj a pl easant reeze . 
e ll , he ·nsis s that anyway , 
Thi~~ were no~ like the are tojay . 
He 1oes no~ eem to car~ v ull 
For winter , .irn er , sprin 5 or fall. 
The seasons if he col , he ' chan5e , 
The s n an:i moon , ' j rearrange . 
He tal s atout his rheumatiz 
An::i other ailments which are nis , 
His acnes , his pains, hi rack, nis head 
~nl that t ·o ::,h t t o be iri r e:l . t 
dhat people do is alway wronJ , 
That ' s his con ention an · i " song 
An:i , he is very fran to say , 
Its oul1 t e done some ot er wa . 
o him ' tis plainly unjers~oo 
Tha he ' s the only o e who ' s 5ooj . 
All o~her folks in his opinion 
Are livinJ n1er sin ' s jominion. 
H does no · l iKe his preacher 
Nor an other creat ur. 
"Youn; peop l e of to1ay , " sa s ne , 
''Are no a al whav they shoul re ; 
When I was younJ in 1ays of ol d, 
The chi l d.ren 1i1 wha they wer to11 ." 
But oes this brother te ll the truth? 
Was he an ange l in his youth? 
When he was youni , was ha a saint? 
Oh , no J my frien1 . He se to paint 
The town a crimson re1 ani he 
~as J st as me an as he cou l be . 
He 1rank his liquor , curse1 an1 wore , 
3ot into fi 5ht anl i1 much more . 
Yes , he ho~ 11 han~ .is ea in shame 
Ani snoul d not e so free to blame . 
W o is tnis oersan? what ' s his nam? 
In 3lasgow, he resi1es today 
Ani thro ~hou · all t he B. S. A. 
In ev ' ry villa~e he is foun1 
Ani all e 10es is si t aro n 
fihile at.hers work , n:l smoke his pipe 
Anj murmur , grumbl e , growl , an ~ripe . 
Th~S -t-ru-th 1 t.n.1st '-:[OlJ do ,.,at" 1n~ss 
I 1 "v,• . 
•-;the.. 111oral of~ Thyw,e. tS -th~s: 
Don't OC.C'-J"f''-f -the.. Sco,· ·n e. rs se.a.t 






Immortal souls, lost and undone, 
Were by their earnest efforts won; 
Lives wrecked by evil were transformed 
And hearts once cold were strangely warmed. 
They toiled with all their might and main- 
Not for themselves nor worldly gain 
But for the glory of the cross;
For Christ, they gladly suffered loss- 
No task too hard to undertake, 
No sacrifice too great to make.
They faithfully performed their work, 
From duty’s paths they 'did not shirk; 
They walked the valleys, crossed the rills, 
They climbed the mountains and the hills. 
In rain and sunshine, heat and cold, 
They preached the Word to young and old. 
They cheered the lonely and distressed, 
They helped the fallen and oppressed.
On this occasion In November, 
Let us their noble deeds remember.
We owe a debt that we must pay 
To ministers of yesterday.
These men of God are now retired
But oh, the lives they have inspired.
They paved the way, they blazed the trail, 
O’er hosts of sin they did prevail;
They stood up bravely for the right, 
Against the wrong they waged the fight.
Their health has failed, their strength is gone 
And they no more can carry on.
Now, as they face the golden west,
Their closing days should be their best.
Let us fulfill the promise bright:
“At ev’ning time, it shall be light.”
DAY REMEMBRANCEOF
M. Homer Cummings
J And hearts once cold were strangely warmed.
Inilcrl n.ifV. nil nn^ w.n: n
*♦*♦**♦*»»«»**
Immortal souls, lost and undone. 
Were by their earnest efforts won; 
Lives wrecked by evil were transformed
They faithfully performed their work, 
From duty’s paths they did not shirk; 
They walked the valleys, crossed the rills, 
They climbed the mountains and the hills. 
In rain and sunshine, heat and cold. 
They preached the Word to young and old. 
They cheered the lonely and distressed, 
They helped the fallen and oppressed.
We owe a debt that we must pay 
To ministers of yesterday.
These men of God are now retired 
But oh, the lives they have inspired.
They paved the way, they blazed the trail, 
C’er hosts of sin they did prevail;
They stood up bravely for the right, 
Against the wrong they waged the fight.
’Written by M. Homer Cummings, 
well-known Poet-Hymnist and 
■ Pastor of Glasgow Methodist Church, 
especially for the West Virginia
* Conference observance of the 
“Day of Remembrance’’
November 21, 1954, honoring the 
retired servants of the church.
*
. ^They toiled with all their might and main- 
' Not for themselves nor worldly gain 
. But for,the glory of the cross;
■ For- Christ, they gladly suffered loss-
_No task too hard to undertake, 
r No sacriffce.too great- to make.
. . On ..this occasion In November, 
Let us.their noble deeds remember.
*-• .
• Their health has'failed, their strength is gone 
■: ' And they no more can carry on.
Now, as they face the golden west, 
Their closing days should be their best. 
Let us fulfill the promise bright: 
“At ev’ning time, it shall be light.’’
Our Weeldv Visit




“There are smiles of anger and 
hate.
“There are smiles of pleasure 
and approbation. There are smiles 
of weariness and resignation. 
There is the smile of intrigue and 
cunning.
•‘There is the vicious and silly 
smile and the smile of betrayal. 
There is the professional and dis- 
: criminating smile. There is the 
' smile of love, friendship and af­
fection. There is the cynical smile.
“There is the sweet trusting 
smile of a guiltless soul and the 
smile of contentment, peace and 
hope.
“But never forget that the best 
smile comes from a face lit up by 
the illumination of the grace of 
God.”
Not Mentioned in Bible
Although the King James Ver-j 
sion of the Bible contains 3,566,480 
words, the word smile is not men­
tioned anywhere in its sacred 
pages. Neither can we find its 
antithesis, “frown,” there. The 
reason for this omission is not 
clear. Evidently people in Bible 
times smiled. The Scriptures speak 
of the heart being merry, of laugh­
ter, and of rejoicing and being ex­
ceeding glad. They also tell us of 
persons with sad countenances and 
of tiie countenance being lifted up. 
The lifting up of the countenance 
is a good definition of a smile for 
when we smile, there is an upward 
curving of the corners of the 
mouth and a brightening of the 
eyes.
Much has been 
said and written 
on the subject of 
smiles. There is 
an old Chinese 
adage that a man 
without a smiling 
face should not 
open a shop. 
Homer Rode- 
heaver is often 
heard to quote: 
“Smile a smile! While you smile, 
another smiles; and soon there are
miles and miles of smiles and life
is worth while—if you smile.”
A. H. Ackley
Rev. A. H. Ackley, the noted 
song writer, has very fittingly said: 
“There are many troubles 
That will burst like bubbles.
There are many shadows that 
will disappear;
When you learn to meet them, 
With a smile to greet them,
For a smile is better than a 
frown or tear.
* * o
'“When the clouds are raining, 
Don’t begin complaining,
What the world is gaining should 
notmiake ^ou.sad;\ 
Do not be a fretter, 
SmDing is much better,
;And a smile will help to make 
the whole world glad.
“¥ou can smile when you can’t say 
a word,
You can smile when you cannot be 
heard,
You can smile when it’s cloudy or 
fair,
You can smile any time, any­
where.”
Meaning of a Smile
A smile may express amuse­
ment, pleasure, tender affection, 
approval, restrained mirth, irony, 
derision, or any of various other 
^motions.
The other night at Caretta, Rev. 
Frank A. Johnson, the pastor of 
Che Community Church there, 
handed me an article that had been 
presented to him by Thurmond 
Stacy. It is entitled, “How Do 
You Smile?” and is as follows:
Different Kinks of Smiles
“Smiles do not always indicate a 
pleasurable emotion. There are 
smiles—and—smiles.
“There are smiles of courtesy
• 
DAY DF REM�MBRANCE 
By M. Homer Cummings 
Vie owe a debt that we must pay,
To ministers of yesterday. 
These men of Go1 are now �etired 
But Oh, th- lives tney have inspired! 
Thy went before an1 �lazed the trail, 
O'er nosts of sin they dij prevail; 
Tney stooj up bravely for the ri�ht, 
A�ainst the wroni tney wa�ej the fight. 
They faithfully performej their work, 
From duty's pathsthey di1 not shirk; 
They walke1 the valleys, crossed the rills, 
They climbei the mountains and the hills. 
In rain an1 sunshine, heat an1 cold, 
They preachei tne Wor1 to younJ an1 old. 
They cheered the lonely and distressed, 
They helped the fallen and oppressed. 
Immortal souls, lost and undone, 
Were by their earnest efforts won; 
"\ 
Lives �recked by Satan were transformed . he a Tt-S once. c.ci ld And ma'!l,y.._ e� were s .;ran Jely warmed. 
Thay toiled with all their might an1 main­
Not for th�mselves nor worldly Jain 
But for the glori of tha cross: 
For Christ, they gla1ly sufferei loss­
No task too harJ · o undertak0 , 
No sacrifice too dreat to maka. 
On this occasion in November, 
J..e.-t us 1:-hei.r. /:sL. duels 
11.in,e;i.r, el:.:lcs_-. � · �-:et � remember. 
* * *
Their health has failed, their stren1tn is �one 
An1 they no more can carry on. 
Now, as theg face the �olden west, 
Their closing days should be their best. 
Let us fulfill the promise bright: 
"At <W'ning time, it shall be light." 
,, 
"Ser:oe the Lor:d with gladness: come Ix/om His pr:esence with singing." Ps. 100:2. 
' 
GLASGOW METHODIST CHURCH 
M. HOMER CUMMINGS, PASTOR 
Glasgow, West Virginia 
I 
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By M. HOMER CUMMINGS
He walks no more









That Christ went to prepare;
No grief to share,
No load to bear,
No sin, no pain, no care.
Words can't express
The deep distress
And loss we keenly feel;
The souls that ache,
The hearts that break
Loving Memory of My Father, Mr. Hugh M. Cummings, Who Died 
May 11, 1926.
This mortal shore, 
His trials all are past;
His race is run,
His work is done. 
And he is home at last.
“Good Night!"
To all most dear, 
friends Let us our vigil keep; 
Our best to do, 
Courageous,
Until in death we sleep.
Safe evermore,
His journey o’er—
All gloom and darkness gone;
The morning breaks—
His glad soul wakes
To greet the golden dawn.
children,
Good. Night! to fears,
Good Night! to tears, 
Night!  toil and
“Accept my most sincere sympathy because of your father’s death. 





“And there shall be no night 
there: and they need no cand e 
neither light of the sun, for the 
Lord God giveth them light: ane 
they shall reign forever and ever.” 
—Rev. 22:5. ..
“Blessed are the dead which 
die in the Lord from hence/orth: 
Yea, -sa'ith the Spirit, that they 
may rest from their labors; and 
their works do follow them.”— 
Rev. 14:13.
t''




T s. • si. o!—.
HEAVEN 'Even this shall pass away’.
not
But when our trials here are o’er
Unlike the cities of today, 
No vice is there to lead astray-; 
No one can enter there unclean, 
Nobody vicious, vile and mean. 
No drunkard and no libertine,
If He has come into our hearts,
If life eternal He imparts,
If in His keeping we abide,
If underneath His arms we hide,
If we are walking in the light,
If we are right within His sight, 
If we the Saviour truly know, 
Then we have Heaven here below.
nor moan 
cry nor groan,
“Trains of camels thro’ the land, 
Brought him gems from Somarcand; 
Fleets of galleys thro’ the seas. 
Brought him pearls to match with 
these;
But he counted not his gain, 
Treasures of the mine or main. 
‘What is wealth?’ the king would say.
“In the revels of his court, 
At the zenith of his sport, 
When the palms of all his guests, 
Burned with clapping at his jests, 
He, amid his figs and wine, 
Cried: ‘O loving friends of mine! 
Pleasures come but not to stay, 
‘Even this shall pass away’.
“The next one that will greet me 
In the mansions fair and bright,
Will be my sainted mother, 
Arrayed in garments white.
And then my gray-haired father, 
Close pressing by her side.
Will clasp miy hand with fervor,.
Just o’er the swelling tide.
(This sermon in ryhme was delivered by the author. Rev. M. Homer Cummings, in the 
Fayetteville M. E, Church, Sunday morning, July 29. 1929.)
“Fighting on a furious field. 
Once a javelin pierced his shield; 
Soldiers with a loud lament. 
Bore him bleeding to his tent, 
Groaning from his tortured side, 
‘Pain is hard to bear’, he cried, 
‘But with patience day by day, 
‘Even this shall pass away.’
Returning now to our address, 
This is the truth I wish to stress: 
The temp’ral objects that we see, 
The blades of grass, the swinging tree 
The hills and valleys and the lee, 
The earth and sky shall cease to be, 
But Heaven’s bliss and ecstasy 
Will last thro’out eternity.
The pangs of death are felt no more, 
All pain and death are ever o’er.
The city has no need of sun 
To shine in it for there is One, 
The Lamb of God, who is the Light, 
His presence beams with glory bright. 
The ga+es are pearl, the streets are 
gold,
The walls are w’ondrous to behold.
On Patmos, John, this city saw. 
As he beheld it, filled with awe, 
He heard a voice from Heaven say, 
“The former things are passed away” 
The things that here on earth distress 
The burdens that on us do press, 
The darkness with its dismal gloom, 
The horrors of the dreadful tomb
Of Heaven I shall speak today. 
Some say it is not far away, 
That you will find it in the soul 
Where Jesus has complete control 
That this is true, there is no doubt. 
If we are cleansed within, without, 
If ev’ry stain has been removed, 
If we God’s promises have proved,
In Heaven, pleasures never cease 
But all is happiness and peace. 
The fleeting, transient joys of earth. 
Its merriment, its fun, its mirth, 
We hail but only for a day— 
Its glories fade and soon decay.
A poem I shall now recite
Which on this theme throws further 
light.
The water there, of course, is pure, 
A fresh supply is always sure— 
The river from the throne proceeds 
And furnishes the city’s needs
The tree of life each month doth bear 
Twelve kinds of fruit, delicious, rare, 
No one shall thirst nor hungry be; 
No want is there, no poverty.
“Tow’ring in the public square, 
Twenty cubits in the air, 
Rose his statue, carved in stone; 
Then the king disguised, unkown, 
Stood before his sculptured name, 
Musing meekly, ‘What is fame? 
Fame is but a slow decay— 
‘Even this shall pass away’.
“Struck with palsy, sere and old, 
Waiting at the gates of gold, 
Said he, with his dying breath, 
‘Life is done, but what is death?’ 
Then in answer to the king, 
Fell a sunbeam on his ring, 
Showing by a heav’nly ray, 
‘Even this shall pass away ’ '* “Then curly headed brother,
And little baby dear,
And bright-eyed littlo sister
With merry laugh and cheer, 
They all shall gather round me 
And bid me welcome home.
To wait with me the gath’ring 
Of lovedrones yet to come.”
“Once in Persia reigned a king, 
Who upon his signet ring, 
Graved a maxim, true and wise, 
Which, if held before his eyes, 
Gave him counsel at a glance, 
Fit for ev’ry change and chance, 
Solemn words, and these are they, 
‘Even this shall pass away’.
And we are safe on yonder shore, 
When earthly conflicts all are past 
And we have reached the goal at last 
When friends and kindreds we shall 
meet,
And loved-on.es gone before we greet, 
We’ll find that Heaven is a home 
From which we nevermore shall roam.
Some one has said, “Beyond that river 
In the glorious summer land,
In the beautiful forever,
Where the jeweled City stands, 
Where ev’ry blooming flower
Sends forth its sweet perfume, 
My own most loved and cherished. 
In heav’nly beauty bloom.
“And when I reach the river, 
The first I shall adore,
The first to bid me welcome 
Upon that golden shore,
Will be my loving Saviour, 
The One who died for me,
That in the long forever
I might from sin be free.
‘T was only yesterday I stood 
And gazed on Austin Underwood— 
Oh, what a darling, precious boy! 
The father’s pride, the mother’s joy 
I saw his lips forever stilled, 
I saw his cheeks forever chilled, 
I saw him as he calmly lay 
And longed for words I could not say.
And then I thought, a few more years, 
A few mo-re smiles, a few more tears’ 
A few more crosses here to bear 
And then a crown of life we’ll wear
Extortioners will not be seen,
No thief to take the other’s share, 
No gambler and no liar there.
The people who up there abide
Have all been cleansed and purified, 
The blood of Christ has been applied, 
They’ve plunged into the fountain 
wide.
In peace and harmony they dwell
And thro’ the countless ages tell 
That thro’ the riches of His grace 
They see their Saviour face to face.
It is a land of pure delight
Where angels, robed in spotless white 
Are playing on their harps of gold 
and shouting, “Glory!” we are told 
In endless praises to the King, 
While saints redeemed enraptured 
sing
The mighty chorus and refrain. 
“Worthy the Lamb for sinners slain!”
We think of Heaven as a rest 
Where all the weary and distressed, 
The sad and lonely and oppressed 
From toil and labor will be blest; 
The faithful mother, tired and worn, 
Her heart by grief and anguish torn, 
Will hear the Master say, “Well done! 1 
The battle’s fought, the vict’ry’s 
won.”
I do not wish to dissertate 
On Heaven merely as a state. 
(Altho’ this thought, indeed, is great) 
But I want us to contemplate 
This subject as a. blessed place 
Somewhere out in the boundless space, 
Established by the Lord most High, 
Beyond the view of mortal eye—
Somewhere where there is not a tear, 
Where there is not a doubt nor fear 
Where there is not a sigh 
Where there is not a ~” " 
Where there is not a single care, 
Where there is not a load to bear, 
Somewhere around the great white 
throne
Where sin and sorrow are unknown.
Oh, what a meeting that will be 
When our departed friends we see 
In that fair land where none shall die 
Where we shall never say, “Good­
bye!”
Where we’ll behold the pleasant smile 
Of those we “loved and lost aw’hile,” 
Where we shall look on Jesus’ face 
And tell the story, “Saved by grace.”
The city’s laws they all obey, 
They do whate’er the King doth say; 
They do not seek to “modify” 
Or even stop to question why 
The Lord prohibits from that clime 
All evil, wickedness and crime. 
From righteous paths they do 
swcrvGf
Their God with great delight they 
serve.
Who gives to us the breath of spring
And writes the tunes the song birds sing?
Who paints the beauty of the rose 
And colors ev’ry flower that grows?
Who sends the sunshine and the rain 
And ripens harvest fields of grain? 
Who sees the sparrows when they fall? 
And hears His children when we call?
Who cleanses us from guilt and sin
That we a new life may begin?
Who causes us to love another
And want to help a fallen brother?
Who speaks and calms the troubled breast?
Who comforts all who are distressed?
It is our God—He is ‘alive!
And by His goodness we survive.
IF GOD BE DEAD
By M. HOMER CUMMINGS 
130 Cedar Street, Huntington, W. Va.
If God be dead, tell me, I pray, 
Who rules the universe each day? 
Who holds the planets in His hands 
And bids the worlds heed His commands? 
Who orders stars to shine on high 
And hangs the rainbow in the sky? 
Who watches over us at night 
And cheers us with the morning light?
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Mrs. Mary Louise Cummings
Born December 18, 1888 - Died August 17 1968
I am so glad we lived to see 
Our GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY.
For fifty years, we walked together
In sunshine bright and stormy weather;
Along the winding road of life,
Were disappointments, grief and strife. 
The hills were rough and steep;
The valleys, dark and deep.
Alas, on August seventeen,
My wife was taken from the scene.
I saw her as the end drew near,
Her face was radiant with cheer;
It beamed with a celestial glow
When she told me she had to go.
And then she sang in accents clear
Some sacred songs to her so dear:
"Heaven's morning breaks and earth's vain shadows flee- 
In life, in death, O Lord, abide with me."
Fond memories were also ours, 
The singing birds, the blooming flowers 
The world so wonderful and grand, 
Created by Divine command 
And many friends that we had met 
Were treasures we could not forget. 
Our little family of two 
Were Homer and his brother, Hugh.
As we proceeded on our way, 
The Lord was with us ev'ry day.
He was our refuge, strength and stay. 
Some things we wanted were denied 
But what we needed, He supplied.
.... _ - ••
"I shall know Him, I shall know Him, 
And redeemed by His side, I shall stand;
I shall know Him, I shall know Him, 
By the print of the nails in His hand."
Beyond the view of mortal eyes, 
Where none grow old and no one dies, 
There is a land of fadeless day 
Where God shall wipe all tears away.
And when I stand before the judgment throne, 
No worth nor righteousness to call my own- 
This then my hope-'t will be my only plea 
That Jesus died for me.
The righteous dead are blest, 
From labors, they now rest. 
Though they are gone, 
Their works live on.
She has gone first and I am left, 
I walk alone, sad and bereft. 
Tho' I have lost her for awhile, 
I hope to see again her smile 
And hear her sing and with her be 
Throughout the long eternity.
"I trust in God, wherever I may be, 
Upon the land or on the rolling sea; 
For come what may from day to day, 
My heavenly Father watches over me. "
"I'll exchange my cross for a starry crown, 
Where the gates swing outward never;
At His feet I'll lay ev'ry burden down 
And with Jesus reign for ever. "
"Ready to go, ready to stay, 
Ready my place to fill;
Ready for service, lowly or great 
Ready to do His will. "
'When we all get to heaven,
What a day of rejoicing that will be!
When we all see Jesus,
We'll sing and shout the victory!"









Some tell us God is color blind.
In nature there's no proof I find
But I can't give my approbation, 
My blessing and my commendation 
To sponsors of amalgamation 
And workers for mongrelization 
For that would be an aberration, 
A damaging inadequation 
A foolish act of indiscression
And it would cause grief and frustration; 
At least, that is my frank impression 
And I might add, my adumbration.
Let us be just and fair and kind 
To all the races of mankind—
The red, brown, yellow, black, and white 
But still not sell our own birthright.
our nation,In recent years throughout 
Without a let-up or cessation, 
There's been a constant agitation 
By those opposed to segregation 
And advocating integration 
To change the present situation— 
They want complete emancipation, 
That is their goal and contemplation.
Well, this is my philosophation 
I hold without equivocation, 
No segment of our population, 
Should have to undergo privation 
Or even suffer exsufflation 
Because of color, creed or station.
race.
—H. O. Mercum
Don't think you are superior 
Or that you are inferior 
Because of your exterior.
If you are yellow, brown or red— 
Do not be sad, rejoice instead.
If you are black you should be glad;
In sports and music you have had 
A record, none can say is bad.
If you are white, don't be forlorn 
And wish you never had been born. 
Though you have done more for mankind 
Than all the other groups combined, 
Throughout the world, you are maligned 
And to the flames have been assigned. 
Your missionaries oft are beaten 
And by the savages are eaten.
Be non-resistant, do not fight, 
You cannot help that you are white.
That He no color sees and knows.
He paints the beauty of the rose 
And every other flower that grows. 
'Twas He who made the stars on high 
And hung the rainbow in the sky. 
He has decreed that birds of feather 
Should flock and mate and sing together. 
Whate'er your color or your race, 
God has for ev'ry one a place.
But tho' this is the case, 
By inter-marriage don't efface 




I go to church for inspiration
And all I hear is integration
But not one word about salvation.
If in that land of pure delight,
There are more colored folks than white, 
Would negroes think that it is right?
Or would they bring the accusation
That it's defacto segregation
And start a "peaceful" demonstration?
Would they imbalances deplore
And with the help of King and Core
Remove their race
From heaven's place
And take them to the pit below
Where unrepentant white folks go?
RACIAL IMBALANCE
—H. O. Mercum
If in that land of pure delight,
There are more colored folks than white, 
Would negroes think that it is right?
Or would they bring the accusation
That it’s defacto segregation
And start a “peaceful” demonstration?
Would they imbalances deplore
And with the help of King and Core
Remove their race
From heaven’s place
And take them to the pit below
Where unrepentant white folks go?
INTRODUCIN ROSS CULP~PP~R 
It ives me pleasure an delight 
To intro1uce to you tonight 
Our new ecclesiastic toss -
A man whom thousan1s know as Ross . 
His surname is Culpepper 
An1 he's in1eed a stepper ! 
His mind is never dull an hazy; 
No one could ever call him lazy 
But like the sur~ing, ra6ing ocean, 
You'll fin1 him active and in motion . 
From early morn till late at night , 
He works will all his main and mi~ht . 
He is a human 1ynamo 
An by his zeal he makes thin~s go . 
He is my seventeenth D. s. 
I trust we won't cause him distress 
Bu_t try to 1o our very rest 
To meet each q ota an1 request . 
~e're ~lad to have him here this week -
Our Superintendent now will speak . 

It �ives me pleasure and delight 
To �reet each one of you toni�ht, 
You Nazarenes and Methodists 
And others on our prayer lists 
Which we from time to time have missed. 
You all have �atherej in this house 
To hear Evan�elist Joe Crouse. 
This man can do most anything-
He plays the organ, he can sing, 
His fingers he can run with ease 
Across the toar1 of iv'ry keys; 
That there accordion, why he 
Will pull it tac!{ an:1 forth, you see, 
And it will quiver, ouake, and sha�e 
And from it, he can music make. 
He is so competent an1 handy 
The ladies think he is a iandy 
Anj they the impulse can not sauash 
To asK if dishes he can wash. 
Not only can ne sinJ ani play 
Eut ne can preach also ani pray. 
He ma�nifies the Savior's name; 
He tells of Christ, the Lord, who came 
rne lost to seek an1 save from sin 
And give us victory within. 
His wife- ah, don't you know that she 
Is Just as talenteJ as he? 
He is kin� size tut she is small; 
She's low of stature, he is tall-
And yet sometimes 'tis shown ty test 
Tnat little packa�es are tkE test. 
I'm sure that you will all agree 
. '.fqat o_1,d pf anq1 doe� not talkf,...J f\�t.,\.11.....1 ,.._J ... �-... .. 1,/\,.) .f'1. _. �W.-t,t�J ... /.,,<; • 
B·u,t.-sJ:..e-ea�mo·!§t1 ma k e !:1 1 t t a. l k 
She cleverly can strike each notR 
That any mortal ever wrote. 
"Ser:Oe the Lor:d u)ith gladness: come befor:e His pr:esence u)ith singing." Ps. 100:2. 
GLASGOW METHODIST CHURCH 
M. HOMER CUMMINGS, PASTOR 
Glasgow, West Virginia 
We io not want to see them stranded
And leave our village empty-handed. 
I 1 ll ask the ushers to come near. 
I have some envelopes up here; 
8ive them to ev'ry one, I pray,
And in tnem you can put your pay­
A five or ten or twenty-five 
Or fifty, if that well yOQ thrive.
Don 1 1:, t-e too timid, mil:.l, and meek 
But trin� triem rack to us this week. 
Si.�n you:r name so we can view 
How mucn t.his rneet,ine; meant to you. 
"he one GC'eat Scor:er: comes to u)r:ite against �our: name, He u)r:ites • not that you u)on or: lost, but hou) you played the game"
The savages were Nick’s first slaves, 
They smoked and chewed in dens and caves;
But now in hut or mansion fair, 
He reigns in triumph ev’rywhere.
♦ * ♦
KING NICOTINE
By M. Homer Cummings 
Glasgow, W. Va.
Men of America, awake
And from your hands these shackles break!
No longer, billions yearly bring
To pay this tyrant, ruthless king.
Grandmothers old and worn and gray 
Are often found with pipes of clay. 
Some women who don’t care to puff 
Will take a dip or pinch of snuff. 
And girls, I say it with regret, 
Will light and burn a cigarette. 
They all are subjects of this king 
And hourly to him tribute bring.
King Nicotine reigns o’er our land, 
He rules it with a mighty hand. 
Our government in Washington, 
The Congress—almost ev’ry one 
Of those who make for us our laws 
At intervals each day must pause 
And to this monarch homage pay, 
Who over them holds sov’reign sway.
The little urchin on the street 
And most of persons whom we meet, 
The merchant and the banker, too, 
The farmer who delights, to chew, 
The pauper and the millionaire 
(A combination rather rare);
Men who are bad, some who are good 






Her mother was.a Bavage but later changed her name 
And after matrimony an Adkins she became. 
Maxine, who's r;rely happy with matter� as they are, 
Went out and married Whit�y and oow �he.is a Barr. 
If ever in your travels, this person you should meet 
At jobs and occupations, you'll find her hard to beat. 
For saw-mills, she has labored, eh�'s worked behind the plow, 
Sh�'s fed the hogs and chickens and she has milked a cow� 
She does a little plumbing and under buildings crawls, 
And when sh�'s busy paintin@, she puts on overalls. 
Insurance, she is selling- fire, accident, and theft 
And life insurance also, for wives who'll be bereft . 
.. An agent for cosmetics, she has perfume galore; 
It will b� �ofe·tliart likely, you'll see her at your door. 
If you desire a license for Chsvrolet or Nash, 
Sh�'ll gladly get it for you, if you produce the cash. 
She has been a detective and watched unruly youth 
. -�-1�Q. 1'\.. V R As they would use a crow-bar to -g�11$=i.� a booth.
At home, when she!s not spying and ·looking for more crooks, 
She serves as an accountant and keeps her mother's books. 
She plays for us tbe organ ·which we .appreciate 
· • • , se!J Cl°t1t I S ,SJ.i.e,. . , 
And she 18 very faithful and P-a.fl-e.!..;¥ ·€fl:f0tar- laLe. 
Yes, she has been a waitress and eggs and bacon fried; 
She tried her hand at nursing until her patient died. 
Last year, she took the census for dear, old Uncle Sam 
And in her face some people, their doors would loudly slam. 
She takes a daily paper, 11 lielp \�anted 11 ads. , she r2 1ads 
So she can find another position that she needs. 
f..\srf: i 'VI l 'WI.O v.Se. w d IJ Lc.l 
In analyzing Maxine, we often are perplexed, 
There is no way of telling what she'll be doing next.
.)/'\ �,- he,, ch�'Lch-e., ,->vrn 
BIJ t: \"' e. a·� (.,J \Ne>"'' 1e 1• ! rf 1,.e-,� 
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Her mother was a Savage but later changed her name 
By matrimonY's process when Adkins she became. 
Maxine, who's rarely happy with matters as they are, 
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Though Frankel calls her honey and Whitey thinks she��weet, 
For jobs and occupations, she's mighty hard to beat. 
At saw-mills, she has labored, she•s worked behind the plow; 
She's fed the hogs and chickens.and learned to milk a cow. 
Ins8rance, she is selling- fire, accident,· and theft; 
And life insurance also for wives who'll be bereft. 
An agent for cosmetics, she has perfume galore; 
It will be more than likely, you'll see her at your door. 
If you desire a license for Chevrolet or Nash, 
She' 11 gladly get it for you if you produce the cash. 
She has been a detective and watched unruly youth� 
As tbey would ·use a crow-bar to steal coins from �e booths. 
She plays for us the organ which we appreciate 
And she is very faithful and rarely ever late. 
If you have ever ridden with Mrs. Maxine Barr, 
YoO'd think she drove an airplane instead of just a car. 
Y .,- sh�bee.o�a�a,BG ba prepared- hi?JL dogs_, 
I-lamb -ghers, �ans�(l onl:ons., and-,I-eg�leapi-f!� fre�s_; 
�as�ye , '. !
he�t th�s�§r@�ar, okJ;::Uoole Sam:, · 
V1hen bomes "'hB o.- g�k to en �er ,_._ ,._ _ _ . --"'. .. .. . _ ., 
Yes, she �as been a waitress and eggs and bacon fried; 
She tried her hand at nursing u�til her patient died. 
Last year, she took the census for dear, old Uncle Sam 
And in her face some people, the door would madly slam. 
Sl·H!- -t .. ,l<es� a da�Ly -pape1·, ··1-1�.J ,_, W..s-rri:.ed" ad�. she ,-e.ads 
S (.) s {'\.e.. c,.4 t\ f �11 d ·� r\otl1e.1"' -pos ;t;;oii that .she nee.Js .
.1·1'\ al'la.Lt zi ng /Vla,--,:; 1'1e, • '\/\(fl.. efien arc. -re,·pl..exe-J., 
Yf\i'lere. � 1'\.C) Wcl'!{ of "teU.in& ,1,d1ci1t slie 1 U J;,e, Jc.);n.o next-.::, s - '
r 
t.k•vJ1c,-t 
No 1oubt you t they shoull arrange 
To give ~1asgow a needed change 
And send ano her in my place, 
Someone wi'th t:-eauty, you.th, and ~race-
A man the people would prefer 
And not a gray-haired minister. 
' i is, I heartily agree-
It woul1 be bes~ for yo-u- an 
Nobody likes it when he 's told 
That he at la.st is ~rowini old. 
I'm confident you don't believe 
That I'm as old as vrandma Eve 
Nor Adam nor the first boy Cain 
Nor bro her Abel who was slai~. 
I'm sure that you won't waste your brea h 
Con endin i that I'm old as Seth. 
Methusaleh l I know that he 
Was older than I'll ever be. 
I did not en er Noah's ark 
And on that trip with him emt:-ark , 
Nor did I wade the river Nile 
Tihen Moses was a little child 
In fourteen hundred- ninety - two 
Columbus filed the ocean blue 
But, ~" ~~nk ~ you, 
I w Ae mem~ex -o,€:.·t~rew. 
No, I was not sm rash and frantic, 
I had to cross the deep Atlantic. 
So111• y~.ars 
I came o ear h Re:& l~&g ago 
Out in.the county of Monroe. 
since 
And, szx• I do not ancient feel, 
My age to you, I'll nO'i/ reveal. 
I was so young when I was born, 
I can't recall that fateful morn 
time was after 
She also said my birth occurred 
In Au~ust on the 23rd. 
But that does no disclose the year 
Which ushered my arrival here. 
The date begins with more than none; 
The second, somethin~ all ave one; 
The thir1 will rhyme wi~h verdant tree, 
The fourt~, exc~aimed by you and me, 
._...:;......=.,_,,.;;;.-.-.:..;::...._"---
Subtract from nineteen-fifty-three 
An1 what remains, my age will be. 
* * * * 
Well, Hollister anl Bishop Wicke 
Di1 not appear to t:-e too picky, 
They felt that anyone woul1 1o 
Anj sot ey sent me back to you. 
I tan1 before i~u here 
To s art mys v nt y ar. 
Le us all work and pray 
An1 do oui:,,__~ st ea.ch day 
That w en "'lsoalls us one by one 
We'll hear Him say to us, "lell donel" 


Weil, seven years passed by and then 
A surgeon used the knife again 
And now my operations number ten.
I’m thankful to the God above
That, thro’ His goodness and His love,
I am permitted now to live
My best to Him I want to give.
Paul gloried in his tribulations ,
I laud my many operations;
Tho’ some may "sing along with Mitch,"
I hum the tume of "Itching Stitch. ”
I am a worn-out preacher -
A badly carved up creature.
That I might suffer fewer pains, 
They operated on my veins.
(Perhaps it should have been my brains.)
The first, an appendectomy - 
The next, a tonsillectomy.
To keep me active and alive, 
My herniotomies were five.
MY OPERATIONS 
(By M. Homer Cummings)
The nurses , conscious of my ills
Would wake me up to give me sleeping pills;
'Twas hard to find a spot
These women had not shot
For by their needle's pushings
My limbs looked like pincushions.
The ninth incision brought me woe.
It seemed my time had come to go.
I spent a night of agonizing howls
And oh, what hurting and what aching in my bowels!
The next day Irons said "I'll prune him."
And so he cut a growth from my jejunum.
Then as I lay there open wide, 
He said he dropped his big cigar inside 
I never used tobacco and it made me sick 
It was an awful and a nauseating trick.
MY SWAN SONG 
By M. Homer Cummings 
(In order to obtain the rhythmic effect of this v oem, it 
should be read aloud. When spelling the name N-I-C-K-E, be 
sure to pronounce "TY," dourle U. '!'his will gi1•e the line the 
necessary numrer of syllables and the proper accent.) 
Dr. Henry High has asked me 
And, moreover, he has tasked me 
That at this auspicious time 
To address you al I in rhyme. 
When to this wondrous world I came, 
My oarents gave to me a name; 
They cal led me Homer and, you see, 
A poet I was deigned to be. 
Coqnornens, you' I I observe, are tricky. 
For instance, take_the name of Wicke­
Spel led W(double U)-1-C-K-E 
But shou Id we add the I etter "d," 
Then''wicked" this great name would be. (Laughter and Applause,) 
That would n6t do- 1 t is understood, 
The bishops of our church are good. (Laughter.) 
What sha II I say about DS I s? 
They need our help in their distresses; (Laughter.) 
For superhuman they must be 
To olease the church and you and me. 
l 1 ve never been a Superintendent; 
On them 1 1 ve always been dependent. (Laughter.)
When waters troubled seemed to be, 
There was no one to carry me 
And elevate me to the place 
Where I could own a large brief case 
And serve with dignity and grace, {Laughter and avvlause,) 
1 1 m very glad- I don't comptain,
l have been spared much grief and pain. 
When but a lad in Tennessee, 
James (0. tkClurkan 1 icensed me 
To preach the gospel ot God's love 




The year was Nineteen-Hundred-Seven; 
The subject of my sermon, "Heaven." 
That night I tried as best I could 
To urge my hearers to be good, 
To give up sin and live for God 
And walk the path that Jesus trod. 
One person deep conviction felt 
And to the altar came and knelt� 
While he was praying, he believed 
;And life eternal he received. 
From then unti I the present hour, 
l 1 ve asked the Lord for strength and power 
Salvation's message to proclaim 
To souls in darkness, sin, and shame. 
Where 1 er I went, in church or tent, 
I preached that peoole should repent. 
Some heeded what I had to say 
And others coldly walked away. 
Then nine and forty years ago, 
I was assigned by John Beddow 
To Boomer in the magic valley 
Where al I my strength I had to rally 
To be the pastor of that charge, 
Its nine appointments made it large. 
And after two years did elapse, 
There were some folks who thought, oerhaps 
1 T was time to have,a needed change 
·And sc James Engle did arrange
For me that fal I to go away
And ! was moved up Elk to Clay.
Next year to Ripley I was sent
And two years in that town I spent.
From there l journeyed up to Proctor
Where I resided with a doctor. (Laughter.)
��-=*
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To Wheeling next I was assigned; 
While there a wife I chanced to find. 
The war broke out---(Continued laughter and applause.) 
I mean the war broke out across the sea! (laughter.) 
r hearkened to my country's plea; 
The ca 11 to co Io rs I did heed 
And I was stationed at Camp Meade. 
Then when the Germans ceased to fight, 
A church I pastored at Glen White. 
Two children did our I ives adorn 
And in this town, they both were born. 
Five years passed by, 1 t was ti me to qo 
Down where we watched Ceredo qrow. 
From there to Fayettevi I le we went; 
To Wi II iamstown, we next were sent. 
When we were moved, 1 t was under�,iood 
That we should go to Ravenswood. 
We left that vi I laqe with its bounty 
To Coalwood in McDowel I County. 
Twelve' years ago, Straughn cal led my name 
For Glasgow and to rt I came. 
A kinder church I have not served; 
There loyalty has never swerved. 
The time has come to step aside 
For others better qualified; 
Another voice for me wi I I speak; 
Another
8 
souls undone wi I I seek. 
I qo but you remain; 
My loss wi I I be your gain. 
The work that I have tried to do 
Wi I I ably be oerformed by you. 
And now, I want to thank each one 
For ev 1 ry kindness to me done. 
May He who guides with lovinq care 
The song birds through the pathless air, 
Fulfi ll to you the promise bri'ght: 
"At e.ven {ng tln1e, i.t .sh all be�:!��." 
-4'-
And in conclusion I shal I quote 
A poem which another wrote: 
"lrh en as a child I slept, 
T•irne crept. 
When as a .I.JOU th I talked, 
Time walked . 
When I became a man, 
Time ran. 
And when I older �rew, 
Time flew. 
Soon I shall find ere lon�, 
Time gone. "
MY CONFERENCE SWAN SONG 
Dr. Henry High has asked me 
An�moreover
}
he has tasked me 
That at this ausptatous time, 
T o'::add tess y cu a I I in rhyme. 
When to this wondrous world ·l came, 
My parents gave to me a name; 
They cal led me Homer and you see, 
A poet I was deigned to be. 
Cognomens, you' I I observe, are tricky. 
For instance, take the name of Wicky-\ 
Spelled, "Double·LJ�I-C-K-E," 
But should we add the letter "0," 
._. VVOIJ(d 
Then wicked� this great name be. 
I\ 
That would not do- 1 t is understood, 
The bishops of our church are good! 
I do not think 1 t would be amiss, 
Ere I begin to rem1n1sce, 
Our able bishop to commend-
He is the preacher's loyal friend. 
No one more faithfully has worked, 
M@tx@�&ix�a-x�����e�xk����xt�i¼ 
At no time has he ever sh�rked. 
What shal I I say about DSfs? 
They need our help in thei·r distresses; 
,F
B
r superhuman they_-::must be 
\ To please the church and you and,me. 
I've never been a superintendent; 
On them t 1 ve always been dependent. 
. --t.Yavbled Sf(','.1'1'\.€.q.(�t-p When waters seet!3��,.� @1:rID1¥©6 be, 
There was no one to carry me 
And elevate me to the place 
cw11 �e .. f 
Where I could � a · . br:1 e case
And serve with dignity and grace. 
I' n, vf?.1''J gl.;;1c\ _ J_ do1�•-t_ cowq:ilai 11 
I h 2, ve been .sp3,·ecl n1·,1c1-, _g,ief �1,c\ -p;;;in, 
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When but a lad ,in Tennessee, 
James 0. tvlcClurkan Licensed me 
To preach the gospel of God's love 
And point men to that home above. 
The year was Ninet-eenA-Hundred-Seven,
The subject of my sermon, "Heaven." 
That night I tried as best I could 
To urge my hearers to be good, 
To give up ain and hive for God 
And walk the path that Jesus trod. 
One person deep conviction felt 
And to the altar came and knelt; 
While he was praying, he be�ieved 
And fife eternal, he received. 
From then unti I the present hour, 
l1 ve asked the ·Lord for strength and power 
Salvation's message to proclaim 
To so�ls in darkness, sin, and shame. 
Where 1 er I went, .. in church or tent, 
I preached that people should :repent. 
Some heeded what.I had to say 
And others coldly walked away. 
Then nine and forty years ago, 
I was assigned by John Beddow 
To 13oome r , in the magic va 11 ey 
Where al I rny strength I had to :rally 
To be the pastor of that .charge, 
Its nine appointments made:it large. 
And after two years did elapse, 
There were some folks who thought perhaps 
'T was time to have a needed change 
1And so James Engle did arrange 
For me that fa�I to.go away 
And I was moved up Elk to Clay. 
Next year to Ripfey l was sent 
Where two years, in that town · I spent. 
·From there I journeyed up to Proctor
\f\./11. e--.·e l ,--�siclad "";-th a clo(:,_to1·.
"l,e wo,·I-< -1:ch a.-t I 
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To Wheeiing next I was assigned; 
While there a wife l chanced to find. 
The war broke out- - - - across the sea; 
.I hearkened to my country's plea, 
The cal I to colors I did heed 
And :I was stationed at Camp Meade. 
Then when the Germans ceased to fiQht, 
A church I pastored at Glen White. 
Two children did our 1,ives adorn 
And .in this town, they both were born. 
Five years passed by, 1 t was time to go 
Down where we watched Ceredo grow. 
From there to Fayettevi I le we went; 
To Wi I liamstown, we next were.sent. 
When we were moved, •twas understood 
That we should go to Ravenswood. 
We left that vii lage with its bounty 
To Coalwood:in McDowell County. 
Twelve years ago, Straughn cal led 
For Glasgow and to it l came. 
A kinder church I have not served 
ikfixxi@¥�it¥XkRiX��xrexXSWiXX�� 
,1-T-�c.Ue,,:,� a� �iii ftF,etl
Their loyalty has never swerved. 
The time has come to step aside 
For others better qualified. 
Another vofce for me �i I I speak; 
Another souls undone wil I seek. 
my name 
I go but you remain; � �&<,.v � -i:o #�'I..�- � 
..-,r.,e •• 




And in conclusion may ·1 quote 
ief�.::;z k ·� ·� �-
A 
p
oem wh i;ch ��Y wrote:
� ·� � � '� f,4 lfhen as a ·child, I slept, Time ·crept. ·-�. 
� 
. � ./
ll1hen as a youth, I talked, Time walked. :/�� � '· ;., 
l1hen I became a If/an, Time ran. � .· .� .4 .�
And when I older grew, Time flew, ''{i:J::..' �" 
' 
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Hy memory is very brief, 
Uut would it aive �" joy or grief 
If I could go back to I ife's brink 
And ascertain what infants think? 
* * *
A tiny, helpless babe was I; 
I could not talk �ut I could cry 
And though I was not very shrewd, 
Perhaps I also laughed and cooed. 
Si nee I had come to earth to I i ve, 
A name to me they had t9 give; 
They cal led me Homer an�, you see, 
A ooet I was deigned to be! 
It may be yet ere I am dead, 
Like Homer, 1 1 11 be beirni ng read. 
Kind Providence upon me smiled 
/\nd I was born the se'!enth child. 
When old enouoh, I went to school, 
The teachers taught the 3-f� ru I e
Of r-ead in g, ' r i t. in g, ' r i thrnet i c, 
Augmented with the hickory stick. 
Trren,for avvhi le, I left t1Aonroe 
And to the southland I did go. 
v11h · 1 p 1 · · d • 
· ·r c · ., 1 -� rv1ng ,owm 1n .nnes-:,ee, 
James 0. McClurkan I icensed me 
To preach the gospel of �od's love 
And point men to that home above.
The year was Nineteen-Hundred-Seven­
The subject of my sermon "Heaven." 
That night I tried as best I could 
To urge my hearers to be good, 
To give up sin and I ive for God 
And walk the path that Jesus trod. 
One person deep ccnviction felt 
/\nd to the altar came anrl knelt; 
While he was praying, he believed 
And I ife eternal, he received. 
From then unti I the present hour, 
I 1 ve asked the Lord for strength and power 
$atvation's message to proclaim 
11'0 SovLs ;,,. dar-/o,e.ss, s.'.n a11J sl,an1e.
here 1er ~ ~one: i church or tent, 
I~ preached that p le should repent. 
Some heeded what I ha to say 
And others coldly walked away. 
* * * 
Two score and seven years ago, 
I was assigned y John Seddow 
To Boomer in the agic Valley 
Where al I my strength I had to rally 
To be the pastor of that charge, 
Its nine appointments made it large. 
And after two years did elapse, 
There were some folks who thou ght perpaps 
1T was time to have a needed chan ge 
And so James En gle di d arran ge 
For me that fal I to go away 
And I was moved up Elk to Clay. 
Next year to Ripley I was sent 
Where two years in th at town I spent. 
From there I journey ed up to Proctor · 
Where I resided with a doctor. 
To Wheelin g next I was assi gned; 
While there a wife I chanced to find. 
The war broke out- - - across the sea; 
I hearkened to my country's plea, 
The cal I to colors ! did heed 
An d I was stati ned at Camp µeade. 
J_h~Ej[l!~s ceased to fi ght, 
1---~~ale ,gb at ' len White. 
Two children did ur I ives adorn 
And in this town, they both were born. 
Five years passed by, 't was time to go 
Down where we watched Ceredo grow. 
From there to Fayettevi I le we went; 
To Wi I I iamstown, we next were sent. 
When we were moved, 1 t was understood 
That we should go to Ravenswood. 
We l~ft that vi I I age with its bounty 
To Coa I W\9od in ~~cOow I I county. 
AN 001!: 
(With apologies to T. J . Honaker) 
By Josh Hayseed. 
John Davis visited our city, 
And 'tis a sbame , disgrace and pity 
That many persons narrow- minded 
By party prejudioe are blinded 
rhey will not vote to brin~ a blessing 
Unto their state . It is distressing. 
rbey elJim they love dear West Virginia, 
But yet they say, "John, we're agin ya . " 
And this from one who wrote a ditty 
About our state , -•t ••• cl ver, witty . 
When he oan show us his devotion , 
' Tis empty words, just vain e otion. 
He tells us now in tones emphatic 
That he can not vote Democratic . 
Does he approve of Coolidge's actioDs-
His oabinet and its distractions, 
The four years' reoord of-corruption,-
Of graft , and bribing and disruption? 
Why do you vote for one inferior , 
When John you know is far auperior? 
Why stand for one so lean and lanky, 
A cold and stern New England Yankee? 
Jo• e now and cease to be"agin" him 
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0 Lori, we come to Thee just now 
And �n Thy presence humbly bow. 
Bless Thou the messa�e that we bring 
And may we honor Thee, our King. 
Be with Thy people e�'rywhere 
And keep them ·by Thy love and care. 
U haste the dawn of glorious peace
-- .- --· · �--
When strife ]ln..:l wars on earth shall cease.
,...__�� 
Dlspdll the � may morning break; 
Vie.ask it.all for Jesus' sake. Amen.
Opening Remarks • 
. If you will pardon me this time 
A sermon I shall gbaach in rhyme. 
I trust your eyes will open keep 
And none of you will fall asleep. 
Pl.ease. .g�ve.. .f:u 111.e.. 111_;:..,,,t CJ"';e f-ul 1,Q,:,,.d' 
f; e.T1. -rtt.;.1 ,so·me 'f'O'i·i'ti:.11.S .t.. Sh,1).( ,�e..tl.d, 
(Insert for Pa4e 5) 
• ' I 1f"; No one to ask' him' �here �8 been,
I 
No one 'to a roll in� :Pin; 
No one to throw at him a w�i�ht, 
If he perchance should come in late; 
No·one to naJ, no one to pout, 
No one to yell at him and pbaut. 
No oYle :to .si-l. ci:r·ound .:lnd f!!U, 
Wo o't'IE?.. his buSitui.ss -io ,JiS,<..u.Si 
No on44J'ls"11e-1'PH1PN1le. �Cl s ith, 
pt,., ¢"I� tei sol.'> "MO 011e -to
 €..r!:f,
i 
N "tt.tl.-4- -(,a �,o,f,c� 2-t• .,.h -f,1<- �he.- Sc:t·ee,.n 
w�i�OllX®X3.llt:alX!KXimx'i�!8®1 xQdx.fkonrnt An.c.l 'v.\!c!S1'. +tt<t 'l\l l'l"l,J.uws t,rtif;j 
We come, O LorJ, aJain to Thee. a,,J; c .lea.,i 
Yf e thank 'l'-hee for Mount Cal vary 
AnJ for Thy love so great .and free. 
Bless all who ct� ��  
���1'� ���,., .. � Knd may we labol to do vgood. r-- ·
• •. ..1-
Now is the time for all good men to come.to the 
Straight type ttallic 
Awaiting your immedi�te reply 
, ... :.., .... 
-· -·'-?'·;,,,.._ 








- ......... - "  
I heard a talk on Palestine 
And wished the pleasure would be mine 
Some day to cross the ocean wide 
Beyond its rolling, surging tide 
�nd placs my f��t u�on' the sod 
Where Christ, my blessed S�vior, trod. 
I 1 d like to see Jeius�lem 
And old historic Bethlehem
And Nazareth and Galilee 
Where Jesus loved so much to be. 
I 1 d like to �t�nd on Jordan's strand 
And cast my eyes to Canaan's land; 
Where Abraham and Isaac dwelt 
And where the mighty prophets felt 
The power of the Spirit fall 
�-fTin-abli-:1.1iLth_em to tel1 to all 
. ·- --..___. --. - -
The message that on them was laid 
When they so earnestly had priyed. 
I think 1 1 d climb up Sinai 
And while upon that summit try 
r110 find the pla,ce where Moses �d sta�a.\ 
While laws on stones were being made. 
1 1 d like to look the country o'er 
#here there abideth nevermore
I'he Amalakites,� the Jebusites,
The Hittites and the Periizites.
fhe pleasure mine may never be 
1r he famous Holy La,nd to see, 
B4-t the.re_1s·.so.metl1ing greater still 
For me to live in Fayetteville 
And seek to do my �ather 1 s will 
My sphere in life each day to fill. 
Yes, I may journey with Him here 
And feel His presence ever near. 















Miss Uldine Utley, 
New York City. 
Dear Oldine:-
M. HOMER CUMMINGS
Sacred Music Publisher 
Box 390 
WHEELING, W. VA. 
Pastoral Address 
I:�ayetteville, W. Va., 
March 24, :l930. 
v 
Yesterday morning, I heard the mellifluous strains of your 
melodious voice as the harilioni�us tones floated upon the etheral space 
' ' l I· a· " t} .... 1 ,, 
. I 1' q - (1 • ·1 l\t . wnen �1ey emana�e _ rrom .10 uynam1c spea�er 0£ our �creen 0r1a a water 
lent. Distance was annihilated and time made as naught yoJ spoke to 
\"iks in ou.c ovm home on the West Virginia Appalachian range. .Altho 1 our· 
;morta� ey�3 co�'.""t be,hcbld your plee,sant srn:l e and the ribbon that you
4-
R-:Lned aroJ°"nd the microphone, in our fertil e imagins,�ion we .cou1d form 
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WALTON MEMORIAL METHODIST CHURCH 
• 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1944 
• 
ORGAN PRELUDE. The people in devout meditation. 
THE CALL TO WORSHIP • 
..., HYMN No. 1-"Holy, Holy, Holy."-The People Standing. 
THE APOSTLES' CREED, repeated by all, the _people still 
standing, 
THE LORD'S PRAYER, repeated by all, the people seated and 
bowed, or kneeling, 
ANTHEM. 
RESPONSIVE READING, Fortieth Sunday, "The Divine Up­




PR�ENTATION OF TITHES AND OFFERINGS.
INVOCATION.
SERMON.





Sunday school, 9:30 A. M., Leo R. Tucker, superintendent 
morning worship service, 10:45; <wening· worship service, 7:30, 
conducted by the young people; prayer meeting, Wednesday. 
T:30 P. ll 
PLEASE DO NOT MISS A SINGLE SERVICE! 
' 1 1 
,I I. 
• .... :) ECOLLEvTl8 SAD REFLEvTIO S 
t3y M. Horne Cummings 
Had I the words at my command, 
I'd like to take my pen in hand 
And write the story of my life, 
Its joys and sorro s, peace and strife . 
Life is, indeed , a paradox ; 
It' s ful I of boosts , it's fi I led with knocks. 
It has its sunshine and its rain; 
It has its pleasure and its pain. 
It has successes and defeats , 
It has its hunger and its eats; 
It has its Sl'TJ i I es, it has its tears , 
It has its courage and its fears . 
It has its sickness and its health, 
It has its poverty and wea lth; 
It has some things to make us glad 
And other things to make us sad . 
I 
If we but knew befo re our birth 
The trials we would meet on earth , 
Would we be wi I ling to be orn 
And face its ridicule and scorn? 
I do not know , I cannot say . 
But we're not quest ioned any way 
About our cming to this sphere 
Or if we want existence here . 
It was one August long ago 
Out in the county of 4onroe, 
I first beheld the I ight of day 
And thus began my arthly stay . 
a -doubt my parents did rejoice 
Whene ' er they heard my screaming voice-
Of course, ll~e other babes I cried 
~en this old , trou led world I spied. 
I can 't recal I that fateful morn 
When Dad and Aether , tired, forlorn 
W,tl-, othe.TS loolHz.d '-Jr-,011 rn'i -face 
A-nc:d held "'""e. ~,, t/,e~1· fond e.,nbrace. 
It was about ten years ago , 
I was assigned by frien or foe 
To be the pastor of thi church-
A job for which I did not search 
And none of you invited me 
To come here and your preacher be ; 
But Bishop ~traughn and Doctor Yoalt 
For Glasgow's ~thodism spoke . 
I took the place of Brother Scragg 
Whose interest in you did not lag. 
He labored faithfully aod we l I 
As each of you can glad1y tel I. 
To Shepherd's Chape l he returned 
An honor he had just ly earned. 
When I arrived in '47 
To tel I you how to get to heaven 
And from your duty not to swerve 
But watch I ife 1 s highway and each curve, 
You we lcomed me with open arms 
~ won me with your smi !es and charms. 
Since then, we ' ve had oy r ups and downs 
ForFortune often on us 
y stay with you has pl asant been , 
You've stuck to me thro gh thick and 
I 
Grave problems we have had to face 
But od Has g i 1en neede grace . 
Yes, He who guides with lovi ng care 
The son g birds through the pathless air , 
Has promised a!! - both you and me 
That as oar days days, ou r stren gth shal I be . 
M~ 1ve not accomplished what we could 
Nor ev 'rything ~e knew we shou ld; 
8ut some achie 1ements have been won , 
There a re a few things we have done . 
The bui !ding in wh ich now you sit 
Has been remodeled ev'ry whit . 
The carpet, altar , and the pews , 
The organ and the chimes we use, 
That lovely picture on the wa l I, 
The pulpit and the chairs so tal I 
) 
7 
The table and th 
Are al I th gifts o 
• Bu t there ' s so M ch f u 
The grain is ripe , the 
I 'm sorry that each Meth 
Is not upon .the act ive 11 
to d , 
ers few . 
hen in the church they e , 
Some stay at hqme and wa 
Their solemn vqws they dl 
They do not come , t hou gh hard . 
Some oard their cars an rive away 
And visit o~ the abbath y. 
~ome take a Dot.L'l'eLU O L; 
Just where they go I cann• t te I I. 
I trust that they won I t I and in - - we 11 
That place I ' I I ot pron nee nor spel I. 
Three times each ~eek , I try to preach 
And frequently a c lass I t .ach . 
The various meetin gs without end, 
I strive to faithfully att~nd . 
I go to see the poor and n ,edy 
And also cal I upon the gre 1y . 
• Work with the child ren is a joy , 
For , as you know , 1 1m sti I I [a oy . 
It is a pr iv i I ege and treat 1 
T ese precious I ittle nes to meet 
In Homes , at church, or on t he street 
A trust more valuable than gold 
Is given us their lives torn Id. 
I I ike to listen Yh n they SJeak, 
Thei r sayings often are un ique . 
About three years or more , 
I met a i rl, hef age was four , 
She told me , "Preacher , I love you 
And I I ove Id ~~rs . Cummings , too. " 
This darling chi Id , I shou ld av told 
That women never do grow o ld 
And tat my wife wi I I always he 
Both young and beautiful tom . 
Ne read that Christ , our Lord, one day 




~ut placed ~is .hand L 
"f or~id them not t o 
eac head , 
T ori ference , · Ne soor 
And , Ii ~e :)t. Pau I , w 
Nhat sha l I b~ fal I t he .p 
It is ou r arnest hope 
That whP,tber we shal I 
~e •l ldo ur estfor 




~rs the re. 
•>ray er 
( And as he speaks I ' m~' that he 
A b I ess i n g to eacn one , i I I e. 
I 
f 
THE REPUBLICAN WAIL . . 
Dwight Eisenhower vilifies 
And pulls his hair that~s left .and cries 
And uses words almost inhuman 
In criticising Harry Truman; 
But when the President replies, 
The G. o. P. screams to the skies 
In tones so loud that all can hear, 
"It is a low and dirty smear!" 
No one today may dare to say, 
"Republicans killed O. P. A." 
Or mention Nixon's extra pay 
Or Joe McCarthy's reckless way 
Of making charges without proof-
From these ·things, we must keep aloof 
For, if we don't, their wail we hear, 
"It is a vile and vicious smear!" 
Republicans denounce as Red 
Each one who wants the hungry fed 
And those who labor ·ev'ry day 
To get the worker better pay. 
They ridicule the "welfares a e," 
The New and Fair Deals, they bera e. 
But when we answer~hem, they jeer: 
"It is a Communistic smear!" 
What has the Grand Old Party done 
For any one beneath the sun 
~xcept _ ~pe rich and favored few? 
They never even think of you. 
They've naught at which to point with pride; 
Their shameful record, they must hide. 
To cover •up, they snort and sneer: 
"It is a mean and nasty smear!" 
!HI REPUBLICAN WAIL 
Dwight Eisenhower vilifies 
And pulls his ~air that's left and cries 
And ~';::.~TI.- j -~--~s 
, 
RESPEC�S AND RESOLUTIONS. 
' ( rn .Rhyme ) 
" 
Our report we now presen� which, you understand, ts meant to express 
our heart-felt thanks for the kindness shown our rankso
' 
... .. ,, ... We record with deep regret, brethren, we have often met at these se�­
sions heretofore, will-convene with us no more. Arbuthnot and Fullerton, 
Powebs, Craig and Morriston• all have laid their armors down and received 
the promised crown. 
"/ . 
Ten devoted preacher�' wives for the Master gave their lives� 
their labors they now rest in the mansions of the blest. 
Four'this year from us retire, full of faith and holy fire; but with 
health already gone, they can't hepe to "carry.on." 1rrank Se Townsend heads 
the list- from our councils, he'll be missed. E. D. Felle�s
9 
noble soul, 
also is upon this roll. There is James R. Basket, too; J.B. Rupert now is 
through. These are mighty men of God� who the paths· pf duty trod. 
Transfers. We shall mention, first, Dr. c. R. Havighurst. To the 
clime from which he came, he returns with added fame. M. L. Gamble will go 
hence to the Pittsburgh Conference. From the grand old Buckeye state, comes 
a .man with prestige gre.at. It is William Mallalieu
.,, 
with a will to dare and
do� He and Havighurst arranged for their works to be exehangedo From the 
bright and su.nny south, which has never had a drouth of illustrious divines, 
hails e. minister who shines with a heart for souls aflame. Ross Culpep-
per is his name. 
Not one moment would be squelch what we think of Bishop Welch, r1ho 
ha8 been assigned the cha�ge of our area so large. He's presided with great 
care and his rulings have been fair. We all pledge to him our aid in the 
burdens on him la.1d. 
We de�ire also to state·t�t we do apprecia.ta what 01Ne111 and Grose 
have done and Van-Sickle• ev•ry one on whom Conf•rence duties fall. \ve do 
thank them each and all. 
Lowther, pastor of this church, (and we know we'd have to search 
for a oetter man to f1nd) to our hosts has been most kind. Sister churches 
of this city are included in our ditty. They have sought to make our stay 
what we wished in ev•ry way. We are grateful to the choir for their songs 
which did inspire; and we add this further word that the messages we heard 
1n this house from time to time were uplifting and sublime. Doctor Staf­
ford, Bishop Hughes- how their talks did us enthuseJ Other men well-known 
to fame- space forpids to give each name- spoke upon �ome vital truth that 
pertained to B;ge or yout�. _ 
. - -.._.�,___ 
··- " ,, 
Metropolitan Theater, which is not a second rater, let us use its 
house and screen where "THE OPEN ooo�" was seen, setting forth our cou..r.�­
try ts :needs and the miss1o�aries' deeds. "KING OF KINGS II was also shm.vn 
to the ministers alone. He our gratitude- expresJt for such gracious ,.thour:ht­
fulness. We must not forget to name tickets tq the football game� �l7v� 
to us all one d�y to behold our college pleya 
We shall not neglect to stress good-will shown us by the presse 
They've allotted 11btral space to our business in this place. 
Morgantown, v1e say, u Adieu!" We shall ever think of' you; to our 
friends we•ll often speak of our pleasant stay this week. Time, we trust, 
will soon draw near when once more we 111 gather here .• 
Paul Flanagan Chairman 
Mo Homer Cumm!ngs, Secretary.
POST SCRIPT e We forgot to say that the janitor each ·day faith­
fully performed his task, doing all that we could aske While we w�ite a-· 
bout this layman, we must mention Bro. Bayman. He's the one-�vho d6,os not 














By friQht· I w�s o'ertaken. 
' 
-� 
I could not think 
With en ai: ·nK 
Or.Fammond's burn typewriter; 
With pencil's lead,, 
My thoughts all fled-
The burden was no lighter. 
At la.st it came' 
Quick as a flame 
Thro' jry leaves of the wildwood,· 
Write as you feel,' 
It will appeal 
To oli age, youth and childhood.· 
In Fayetteville 
Each· one is ill 
Because of vaccination; 
We triej to do 
All that we Knew 
To help the· situation e , 
My arm is sore-
r want no more 
Of this inoculation; 
All night T moan, 
All jay I groan 
And grunt· in·desperation. 
But· yet they say 
The only way 
To· keep:small-pox from spreading,· 
.Is with 1iacc ine 
Or guarantine-
T�en it will have·rough sledding.· 
--- --
-
And so I say 
Go forth· today 
Your ar� )h� joctor scratching; 
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La,s t December, my : . .ife 01.��"1-iome· Q)ercha.nj ise and 
J 
makin� a small :ie'j,) �it,- she asl{e - o to �d the ba anoe' iue o "-"he 
pacl{ag�\ The P}�,.rcel . rive:i all O. 1 �/rn:i 2s' !ll'arked on the
package � •. o • .,.. D. with pen nd ink,· b uythe , as no tag� or 8� · O. · D.
number.. veral times I w-ar1t. to g{.y t e pos m Atc;.r• here' an �e
aj vise , me wait until the le;J' n.�1e anj · tangle could be· un-
ravt!ed. " 




Rush Holt has said we need a change, 
A change with him is nothing strange. 
With open mouth and swinging fist, 
He started as a Socialist. 
He then became a Democrat 
But he was not content� with �hat, 
It did not suit his sche�e and plan, 
So he has turned Republican. 
For Roosevelt, h�-::0nce.·:V1as strong 
But soon felt FDR was wrong; 
For labor, he stood up and spoke 
But with this group, he quickly broke; 
He once was John L.�s ardent friend 
But this friendship came to an end. 
He is consistently contrary, 
Progressive and reactionary­
Republican and De�ocrat, 
He stoo1 for this, he stan:is for that; 
He's been on both sides of the fenc�­
We wonder where he'll go from hence. 
Nobgdy knows when he mayl bol·� 
But he .is always for Rush Holt. 





A man named Samson was so stron� 
Because the ha1r he wore was long. 
One day this giant chanced to stop-
1T was at Delilah's Barber Shoo. 
Vrhi le there, his flowin,0::5. locks w�re �·shorn 
$ 
. . 
N hich he from inf snc;) had worn. 
fhis hair cut Drought him grief and shame-
A 
1
0'"'10 1·��"' \V'ak·11···,o 108 'oon�·.·no � .. 1.c  .... t:. \v . ·- L,:',l, 1. - vvOl ·-e- • 
His enemies now made him blind
And forced him in the jail to �rin . 
His hair grew back once more in length 
And that, it seems, increased his strength. 
8'oes with thei.r sacrifi.ce BK1 voice 
Met in �heir ta�ele �o rejoice. 
But when they ridiculed his fall, 
tla pulled the house down on Lhem all. 
A preacher in the�- u. B.-
(A ;ood and useful man is he 
He has ability and knowledge) 
One day he saw a barber college 
And so he walked into the shop. 
They cut his hair and peeled his top. 
½hen he ca�e out, ha was a fri�ht-
His wife could scarce believe the si�ht. 
But as the seasons come and go, 
bis hair once more 0ill longer �row. 
A handsome man he'll be again 
But he will .haue to wait tiU then. 
��J..:.4�? 
W-1� --t.J�_;,.s .:r'\'\ ..a -r11 1 J i J not S, t
No do...,1.,-t ':fOV'\I� gv<..sse..J «'t a11..v wa'J
""e.ll, he "": tl .speak tc:i vs to n;lh-t
A '" J t If. ll "' s .a H a I:, u 1.,tt: o v ,-. -p U g' ht . 
-
SUPERANNUATION 
By M. Homer Cummings 
Old Father Time decre9'd that 
Had grown too old to even try 
To serve, ,a circuit or a station 
But live in superannuation -
And mostly out of circulation. 
No charge have I this year to kee<p; 
I am no shepherd of the sheep. 
Al·though I'm not a veigetarian, 
I am a septuagenarian; 
And while I arm discarded 
And more or lesSi retarded, 
I do not think that I am junk 
But just a spare back i11 the trunk: 
And I am waiting at this juncture 
For blow-outs, slow leaks or a puncture. 
Sometimes a parson goes away
And send$ for me that Sabb,ath day 
To "baby-sit" in his pulpit 
Till he returns from his brief stay. 
When I receive his S. 0. S. 
With all the strength that I possess, 
I try to keep his members quie+ 
And feed them on a "tas·ty" diet 
Of poemS1, jokes, and anecdotEl'S 
And soothing sermons without notes, 
* * * * 
Like autumn leaves that fa.de and fall 
The end will come to one and all. 
One night when I was sorry for myself 
Because I had been placed upon the shelf, 
I felt th.at I was down and out and done 
And that my weary nace on earth was run, 
I went to hear the SINGING CARAVAN 
And, in this gr,oup, there was a man 
Who sang the number, "Until Then," 
It gave me hope and cheer ag,ain. 
Oh, how the chorus clearly rang 
As he that night so sweetly sangl 
"But until then my heart will go on singing, 
Until then with joy I'll carry on, 
Until the day my eyes behold the city­
Until the day God calls me home." 
I listens<d and my eyes with tears were filled 
And every portion of my being thrilled. 
I cried, "O Father, can it be 
Thrat the•re iSJ still a place for me? 
The end will come, I know not when 
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"1A}lYA1Y ! " 
Republicans jenounce with glee 
The "awful sins" of Tammany; 
The jeejs that 1eeply they 1eplore 
Occurre1 some fifty years or more . 
But they can't fin1 in recent jays 
One thing to egual Eljer Pays 
Or Denby, Daugherty or Fall 
Or Eidari Jackson or Len Srrall 
Or Stephenson, YcRay or Vare-
Newberry, ~iller or Sinclair 
Or Forbes who roboe1 our noble 
0"r FranK L. Smith f Illinois. 
boys 
There's Wrs. Knapp of , eN YorK state 
Anl "Pi~ Pill" Thorrpson full of hate 
For Kin~ 2eor~e anj all EngliRh booKs 
Yet he protects his jan~ of crooK~ . 
We'll not refer to Cncle "An1y" 
Who t';i1~ now he has no bra~jy 
Anj that he loves our oo~monweaJt b 
· Anj ni~ht anj jay oray for our health . 
Then passin~ by the Teapot Doree, 
~e oo~e a little nearer ho~e 
And finj our auditor, John Ponj, 
Of paiiin1 payroll~ v ry foni . 
~cDowell 8ounty 1 ( jreasej reachine 
Ts alNays slicK out never clean; 
'Tis Nonjerful how they oreserve 
Waiorities he)j i reserve. 
But Nh~n we tell the 3. 0 . P. 
About their vices liKe the sea 
In rrultituie, they will 1not hear 
Put put their fingers o'er each ear 
An1 hout alouj- in fact, they baNl 
About that jreat anj famous hall-
fhey act as tho' uoon a ' spree 
Nhen they alluje to fammany . 
-W. P. J. 
-- -
- --
M. HOMER CUMMINGS 
Sacred Music Publisher 
Box 390 
WHEELING, W. VA. 
TITHING
By M. HOMER CUMMINGS
Ev'ry church of God should be 
From financial burdens free. 
Members should not haVe to fret 
Any more about the debt, 
Nor the budget for the year 
And the payments in arrear.
He has told us what to do, 
'T is His plan for me—for you: 
Of each dollar that we make, 
-Ten cents of it we should take 
To support His kingdom here 
And His work afar and near.
A
If the Bible plan we heed, 
All the money that we need 
Will be in the treasury. 
Wondrous blessings we shall see 
Falling on us from the skies 
When we bring to God our tithes.
If the tithe we do hot pay, 
We, the Scriptures, disobey, 
And the prophet Malachi 
Says we rob the Lord most High- 
Let us not from him withhold 
Of our silver ana our gold, 
But begin at once—today 
And the tithes we owe to pay!
V·ANJBTTA. 
On Gauley's a town 
Of wonlrous renown, 
No doubt. you have heard _of it� f_cun.e ; __ 
,� "'Its rd'.'.fl<:e a.n::l ·its rills, 
Its valleys and hills, 
All glacr.y its grandeur proclaim. 
No region afar, 
Or 8litterin� star, 
Or planet can with it compare; 
For ere all the best 
The earth doth poe�eRa 
Abides in thia Eden-land fair. 
Here ign 1 rance is bliss 
And knowled�e we his3, 
And culture we maJly Jiedain; 
No labor or toil 
Or hickory oil, 
Could make us more learnjng obtaino 
The g�rls, t 0 1 crent fli�ts, 
�it hobble-t2il skirta, 
Are our c ie�est joy and delight. 
Their beauty, we hail; 
Their boys, we aaoail, 
If found wit 1 them but for d nieht. 
The clerks, to be sure, 
Are honest and pure, 
And "Jimmie" who ieaues t e scrip; 
Te Supt3r of course, 
And all of his force, 
Are sailing on Zion's old ship. 
Each one of. us preach, 
And ruost of u� teach 
The Book that all people shoulJ know; 
To hear us all talk 
And watoh us all walk, 
You'� think ,e had Heaven below. 
But tho' its be,run, 
We'll soon have to run, 
And flee from the dust and the smoke. 
1T iD Pdradise lost 
At terrible cost-
Our 11 Taylo:r"£.made1�ohirnneys are broke'n). 
JUDGE FRANK P. CHRISTIAN. 
President. 
..J .....  : 
J. S. DIGGS; 
Secretary. 
THEO. A. DEITZ, 
Treas. and Gen. Man. 
· LYNCHBURG COt�.-Ll'ERY COMPANY
-, 
MINERS AND SHIPPERS OF 
KANAWHA GAS AND SPLINT COALS 
-
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VOTE FOR MYERS 
'Mou Id you good government promote?· 
For Howard Myers, cast your vote. 
He's not control led by any faction­
No one directs hts ev'ry action. 
He is the friend of al I who toi I 
In mines or shop or til I ing soil,· 
In factory or as a 8lerk-
Whate 1 er your cal I ing or your work. 
To industry, he wi I I be fair 
Yet seek for labor its ful I share. 
* * *
He knows the value of a dollar 
And does not wear another's collar: 
Taxpayers' money, he' I I not waste, 
Our funds by him won't be misplaced. 
Corruption, he abominates, 
Good schools and roads, he advocates; 
Clean governme�t, he wil I restore 
To our great commonwealth once more. 
In this campaign which we now face, 
What is the slogan of his race? 
· 1 T is "equal rights for el'' r.y one
And speoial pri1•ile�es to none."
Well, Maxine thinks we ought to hang 
A certain member of our gang; 
13ut there is David Allen Smith 
That we have got to reckon with-
He says that we had better shoot 
The one he wants to execute. 
Lyle Clark suggests another plan, 
That we had better gas this man. 
We'd like to hear from each of you 
The proper thing for us to do. 
Since I 1 m his pastor and his friend, 
This person, I shall now defend. 
It would be well to know the crime 
He has committed at this time. 
What has he done so bad that he 
Should pay this awful penalty? 
Was it because he went away 
And from us for awhile did stay? 
1 f is true he left us no address-
Just where he was, we'll have to guess. 
Down there, 'tis said he did not preach 
But he was seen upon a beqchl 
Such rumors should arouse our ire-
l1 1or 11where there's smoke, there always fire. 11 
Do you believe that it is so 
That to such places he would go? 
I cari 't accept these charges grave;. 
Ah, who would think he'd misbehave? 
Since he is on six rnontbs' probation, 
Dori't complicate the situation. 
(I do not say my watch he stole 
Por that would forfeit his parole!) 
What he has done, we do not know; 
So, mercy to him, let us show. 
Another half-year, we shall wait 
While Maxine tries to keep him straight, 
And Lelia with her eagle eyes 
Upon his actions closely spies. 
And Leo, I'll confess to you, 
There is some work for you to do. 
,,, 
l 
Watch Maxine Barr, hold her in check! 
And Lelia, keep her on the deck 
�or fear old Zion's ship she'll wreck. 
To David Smith, what shall I say? 
They tell me while he was away, 
He 1 d turn the hose upon the grass 
Whene'er the pretty girls would pass. 
Now, David, I am warning �ou 
And giving you advice that's true: 
You'd better stay in Jail for life 
.'!'hap,. tal:ze unto yourself a wife­
There is no way for you to win 
The battle of the rolling pin. 
Hard is the lot, great is the cost 
When man is nagged, hen-pecked, and bossed. 
* * *
Well, Leo, what we've said and done 
You under�tand was all in fun. 
"A little nonsense now and then 
Is relished by the wisest men. 11 
We wish the very best in life 
Wor you, your family,·and wife. 
( 
I 
WHF.N DREAMS cmrn TRUE. 
Once u_on, rui�night dreary, aa I elwnbered in my room, 
I behel a man of ixty, bAnt with .ain �nct filled ith 5loom. 
IIe had taken pountls of. strychine, he had srallowed loads of pills� 
In a long &nd vain ,ndeavor to alleviate his ills. 
From c;1. t 1ou and druc; store :flagon;;
> 
he .had blown th,· costly foam, 
And. he talked about his sympt onrn t il 1 the cows had faJ.1 come home. 
Fe , ould tell each on, tLat sa\ htbm how he :':luf:fered night and day 
Frpm t. sort or kine of hurtin� that r3fuaed to go a ay.
Duthie friends could �ot assist him, ao they coldly pas�ed him by 
Au he told of hia ii eases and the way he hoped to die. 
Dut hLJ do'Jtor
> 
l1 h,ter Coleman, came ancl sat beside his cot, 
And he �ai l, 11 I ,, il 1 not 1 i3 ten to a. string of tom11iy rot. 
"You have talked about your ailment , you have bro(xl ,d o I er your pains, 
Till ou thin ( them l i vinr; issues, anc1 they I ve soured your )oor ol-.1 \ 
brains. ,0 9
"I h�vJ come uround to cure you; and I will," the Joctor aaid. 
ncl he took hin1 by the ankles, and he · ull1 d him out of bed. 
Then he rnade hi . 1 Jon hiu raiment and he chased hil'1 out of' doors, 
And h, urt:.ed hin 11/i th a pitchfork till he help ·,d him ddl, the chores. 
11 Now," h, (Jai.J., 11 I I ve found the trouble­
Lik, the vulture anJ the rav'm
., 
you hhv 
1 at i:J roni 
eaten wJat for 
plainly see, 
tea. 
"It ha1 been some unclean creature that has been a long tinaJ dead, 
I , ha� caul;3ed your ind.i ·est ion, it h" s settled in your head. 
11 Wri te at once to Preacher Cu1nY",inc.;s
) 
an: about that old dea hog 
Shirey ordered from d Jicture that was in a cat�lo�1e. 
"Ee ha-J uolci i.t to the butcher, dlld frorn him you chance,i to buy. 
W:r> ite and a::;k hirn c1.ll e1.hout it, I ·m gure he won't deny." 
I awoke. The night hal vanished and the aha� owJ _led ava • 
I rece i.ve,1 ' ou:r velcorne 1 et ter o.nd rr..y dream CH.lt,e t_ ue that ,lay. 
-
When first I heard of Buterbaugh, 
My heart was almost filled with e.1-re; 
I thou8ht perhaps that maybe he 
Might be a giant, six ftet three, 
Ancl I who am not very tall 
In stature ·would e.ppee.r too small. 
Also, the thought occurEed to me, 
He might be stern as stern could be. 
But when he called me on the phone, 
And in a kind and gentle tone 
Invited me to come up here.,
His voice allayed my ev 1 ry fear. 
He said he wanted me thfu week 
Behind this desk each night to speak. 
Ans. so I came.. I say in rhyme 
ThHt �e. have had a lovelytime. 
Your pastor is a man of God 
He walks the path the prophets trod. 
He stands for rie;hteousness and truth­
He is the friend of age and youth. 
His wife c.nd children, as you know, 
Are John and WeB1ey, Helen, Joe. 
Each one has been so niee to me, 
You've entertained me royally. 
M.y thrmks to you I would convey 
For kindness shovm me ev I ry da,y. 
This is my earnest wish and prayer 
That Goa. will keep you ll1 in m.s cc1.re .,
L � 1>'01 NMO.L>1:::i111:aa:a11,a1 
3N0Hd 
"Vd 'NM0l.>l::JHl3031'1.d 
H�nve11:a.Lna ,11v::, "H 
�3l.S1Nll'I 
,. 
WHE� WHifING WILL MAKW WINDOW WEIG8t8. 
Say,. wlen will Nini�w· wai�bts be ruada, 
And Whiting's ordd�tor� bd paid? 
rhis answer 1 can �ive to you-
When skies c;,bove ·r10 more a1113 b.Lue., 
When ·rogs. a.ri::: � .Lven wir1gs to fly, 
- ' , ,,,):;,, 4vihen crr.L tf-ral'.l. know not how to ci:·v, 
When wou1en all have cec;1,s0d to talk, 
1/1lien snatrns :3ta;i::t on chei.c t'eet dtd we,lt, 
Wb0n ·Ji.L an: w::•,t31: •n:Lx. to�ether, 
Whan we snall ncwe < ne Kit1.:l ,..11' 1Nt1e1,i;11tf.)1', 
#hen �hero are none to loaf or ·shirK, 
When Baptists little chlldrdn sprinkle, 
then stars forget just how Lo Lwinkle, 
When Meth'.)dists bai&:k:8.L:L e no _more, 
�hen preachet's sermons do not bot'e, 
When Presbyterians leap and shout,. 
When inf :Lde .Ls no lon?.el' doubt, 
11/bdn Catl'i'li.cs join �he� [(u [Uux Klan, 
When summer days reguire no fan, 
·Wilen fleas �row up as la1:gc as vat t.L8,
�hen fords are made that Jo not rattle,
When tish ::,l)a,.Li oliwb clio Hi0Utlbt1m:; hi�l1,
'N he11 a.Ll l; he .1.dkou and s !; r0.,q, 1JJ8 � ) J. 1: .V,
, 1,wa:'l rn$J .. r :n.Lls l.'th3iJ docLor:s ttir.',)W UHUE.x.X>::i..LtsX-:1tX1�qi:;
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w� t,t cn:i!!l:o �1Vl3 l.lS (1,J,lvdt H e,,;:J i.) LLi:�e,
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WE DESIGN, ILLUSTRATE AND PRODUCE HIGH-GRADE CATALOGS, BOOKLETS AND ADVERTISING LITERATURE 




Rev. M. Homer Cummings, 
Ceredo, W. Va. 
Dear :Brother: 




January 30, 1926. 
We thank you very 'much for the $30.00 which we h'hvc 
applied on your acco1;mt. It is hardly necessary for us to state that 
we appreciate these payments that you are m king. 
I note that you have had some trou·ble on account of the 
paper being wrinkled. We haven't had any tremble ourselves but v,ill 







“A smile is a light in the win­
dow of a face to show that the




Can you tell me what’s a frown? 
‘Tis a smile turned upside down.
If on your face appears a frown, 
Don’t let it stay, but smile it down.
BY M. HOMER CUMMINGS
Coalwood, West Virginia 




WORK AS WELL AS PRAY
3
“God helps those who help them­
selves.”—Benjamin Franklin, in 
Poor Richard’s Almanac, 1733.
Would you like to have a help­
ing hand?
On your arm is one at your com­
mand.
Don’t ask the Lord to do for you 










Do not attempt to freeze the sun, 
But try to do what can be done.
Some things cannot be done, why 
mope?




“Life is short. We ain’t got time




“Revenge is sweet,” they say; 
But does it ever pay?
If over our foes we constantly 
fret,










“The only way to have a friend 
is to he one.” — Ralph Waldo
A friendship won’t survive 











E’en though you drink of sorrow’s 
cup,
Your chin you always should keep 
up.
“He who sings frightens away 
his ills.” — Cervantes.
Hard may be your lot at present; 






To friend and foe alike, be fair; 
Treat ev’rybody on the square.
“Wherever there is a human 
being there is an opportunity for 




To others you should always do 







good about them 
say.”
“Talk about yer 






Always turn a deaf ear 
To the slander you hear.
By M. Homer Cummings 
Glasgow, W. Va.
A rumor, like a ball of snow,
Will grow and grow and grow and 
grow.
“Don’t believe 
nothin’ you hear 





An idle rumor’s always busy, 
It works so fast it makes one dizzy.
“A feller shouldn’t 
pay no attention 
to ugly rumors.”
O’er this fact the gossiper doth 
gloat,







We have so many failings of our 
own,




Do not harmful gossip peddle.
“Give yer nose a 
chance to gro<w 
by keepin’ it out 




WHEN OUR BACKS ARE TURNED
“Som,e people don’t 
say nothin’ good 
about nobody.”
What’s said about us when our 
backs we turn.
’Tis best for us that we should 
never learn





You who criticise, I wonder 




Ere you clean your neighbor’s yard, 
you should work






Belittle no one in the town
LET SOMETHING GOOD BE SAID
While people live, let something 
good be said,




“Don’t throw off 
on nobody — not 
even yerself.”




Watch your foot, don’t let it slip, 
And be careful of your lip.
Tn the Book of James and chapter 
three
Is some good advice for you and 
me.
Ev’ry time some 
people open their 
mouth, they put 
their foot in it.”
L'y
|i*r' Mil




U. S. Route 60 
Cedar Grove, W. Va.
?°Al wi vnurgn
Go To Church




Let this be your weekly rule, 
Go to church and Sunday School.
By M. Homer Cummings 
Glasgow, W. Va.
Bring your fathers and your 
mothers
And your sisters and your 
brothers.
“Not forsaking the assembling of 
ourselves together, as the manner 





Some seem to think that Sunday 
Is nothing but a fun day.
“Remember the Sabbath day, to 
keep it holy.”—Exodus 20:8.
Sunday is a day of rest;
Keep it holy and be blest.
CHURCHTOGO
MORBUS SABBATICUS
Some folks are sick on Sunday
But well and strong on Monday.
DON’T STAY AT HOME
4
When in the church you ought to 
be,
Don’t stay at home and watch 
TV.
“But Thomas, one of the twelve, 






The church could not exist.
5
You vote to close its doors, they 
say,
When from the church you stay 
away.
“As His custom was, He went in­






Our nation cannot strong remain
Unless our boys and girls we 
train.
The parents to a large degree 
Determine what the child will be.




If we a better world would see,
Then better persons we should be.
>*
Don’t Blame The Preacher
7
Don’t blame the preacher, if he 
hits you
But put the shoe on if it fits 
you.






Tho’ it be wet or hot or cool,
8
Ev’ry day—not one in seven, 
We should live for God and 
heaven.
Attend the church and Sunday 
School.




Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7 p. m.
M.Y.F., Monday at 7 p. m.
Prayermeeting, Wed., 7:30 p. m.
★
Let not sin your soul besmirch, 
Live for God and go to church.
Go To Church




Let this be your weekly rule, 
Go to church and Sunday School.
By M. Homer Cummings 
Glasgow, W. Va.
Bring your fathers and your 
mothers
And your sisters and your 
brothers.
“Not forsaking the assembling of 
ourselves together, as the manner 
of some is.”—Hebrews 10:25.
CHURCHG O TO
A HOLY DAY
Some seem to think that Sunday
Is nothing- but a fun day.
SUNDAY
Sunday is a day of rest;
Keep it holy and be blest.
3
“Remember the Sabbath day, to 




DON’T STAY AT HOME
4
Some folks are sick on Sunday 
But well and strong on Monday.
When in the church you ought to 
be,
Don’t stay at home and watch 
TV.
"But Thomas, one of the twelve, 






The church could not exist.
5
You vote to close its doors, they 
say,
When from the church you stay 
away.
“As His custom was, He went in­
to the synagogue on the sabbath 
day.”—St. Luke 4:16.





Our nation cannot strong remain
Unless our boys and girls we 
train.
“Train up a child in the way 
should go.”—Proverbs 22:6.
The parents to a large degree 
Determine what the child will be.
CHURCHG O TO
A BETTER WORLD
If we a better world would see,
Then better persons we should be.
Don’t Blame The Preacher
7
Don’t blame the preacher, if he 
hits you
But put the shoe on you if it fits 
you.






Tho’ it be wet or hot or cool,
8
Ev’ry day—not once in seven,
We should live for God and 
heaven.
Attend the church and Sunday 
School.


















Don’t judge a person by his looks, 
For covers do not make the books.
By M. Homer Cummings 
Coalwood, W. Va. 
(Copyright, 1946, by M. Homer 
Cummings)
TWO FACED
Are you two-faced? I tell you 
what I’d do,
I’d wear the other face if I were 
you.
JOSH HAYSEED







With all the facts at his command, 
No man can woman understand.
O Woman, there is this about you, 
We can’t live with you or without 
you!
JOSH HAYSEED









The man who drinks 
drinks too much,
The habit formed will hold him in • 
its clutch.
It seems to me if folks would 
think,










Seek God and His commandments 
do,
And all you need He’ll give to 
you.
How many make a dozen? 10 and 
2.









The unkind words you say 
May spoil somebody’s day.
The words that are unkind 
Will leave their sting behind.






“Taffy fer the 
livin’ is better’n
How often we neglect a friend!
But when he dies, a wreath we 
send.
Don’t wait till I am in the grave, 
To speak the words of love I 
crave.











day an’ stay fer
‘Tis better to be good than bad, 
And serve the Lord than wish you 
had.
There are no reasons though you 
search,










(Copyright, 1956, by M. Homer Cummings)
2
Failing strength He will renew— 
God has not forgotten you.
God puts no more on us, I’m sure, 
Than we are able to endure.
By
M. HOMER CUMMINGS 
Glasgow, West Virginia
“He knoweth our frame; 





Our Father knows and cares 
And ev’ry burden bears.
God sees the sparrows when they 
fall
And hears His children when they 
call
“Like as a father pitieth 
his children, so the Lord 





God uses tears to wash our eyes 
That we may better view the 
skies.
He will not leave you, 0 do not 
despair.
Bring Him your burdens, your 
grief, and your care.
“God is our refuge and 





Why worry, friend, when you can 
pray?
Cast on the Lord-your care each 
day.
Don’t grieve o’er what the future 
holds for you;
Let Him who holds the future, 
hold you, too.
“Commit thy way unto 
the Lord; trust also in 




Our heavenly Father from afar 
Beholds things as they really are.
“Your heavenly Father 
knoweth what things ye 
have need of before ye 
ask Him.”—St. Matthew 
6:8.
His way is best, His will be done, 
not mine;




Some never look up to the sky 
Till flat upon their backs they lie.
We are better after crosses 
And are wiser after losses.
afflicted
now
“Before I was 
I went astray; but 
have I kept Thy word 
. . . It is good for me that 
I have been afflicted; 
that I might learn Thy 




Be not discouraged, let nothing 
dismay,
God is your refuge, your help, and 
your stay.
The outlook may be dark as 
night—




“I will lift up mine eyes 
unto the hills, from 
whence cometh my help. 
My help cometh
the Lord, which 










good thing fer a





If you the first drink do not take, 










BY M. HOMER CUMMINGS 
Coalwood, West Virginia 
(Copyright, 1947, by M. Homer 
Cummings)
STRONG DRINK
Because of millions it has slain, 











Few things are quicker 
To cause grief than liquor.
an’ gasoline mix, 














John Barleycorn can double 
Your sorrow and your trouble.
Beer, whiskey, wine, and rum 
Will make a man a bum.
STRONG DRINK
DRINK LIKE A FISH
“Water is na­





If your drink is water, 
You won’t reel and totter.
Drink like a fish? Well, that is all 
right,









Since habits are so hard to break, 
Be careful of the ones you make.
A SLAVE TO DRINK
Beware, my friend, please stop 
and think,
Do not become a slave to drink.









Drink can rob you of your health 
And can take away your wealth.
The billions that are spent each 
year for booze .
Cannot be used for clothing, food, 
or shoes.
can break up yer 
earth
an’ keep you out 















It happens almost ev’ry time 
That he who drinks commits the 
crime.
Drink multiplies our country’s ills;









not go as fur as
it used to, but it
goes faster.”
OR DOES IT RUN?
2
Some people say that money talks, 
But I have noticed that it walks.
Money is so coy and shy, 
When it talks it says, “Good-bye!”
BY M. HOMER CUMMINGS 
Coalwood, West Virginia 





hard to git out.”
3
easy
run into debt but
Though into debt you run and fall, 
Yet out of it you’ll have to crawl.
BETTER SAVE
'Tis better far that you should save 






A PATCH ON THE KNEE
Better a patch upon the knee 
Than overhead in debt to be.
HOW TO LOSE A FRIEND
If you would lose a friend, 
A dollar to him lend.












Blessed is the man who learns, 
Not to squander what he earns.
we waste 
money, 






kin pay cash or 
money fer it.”
Here’s a lesson you should learn: 




Here’s sound advice you won’t re­
gret:





no disgrace but 
it’s mighty hard 
on a feller.”
AN EMPTY PURSE
Few things will make you feel 
much worse,
Than to possess an empty purse.
You’ll find when you get old and 
ill,
Your best friend is a dollar bill.
THRIFT
YOUR HOME ON HIGH
but
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
A8
,rWork hard an’ 
don’t
For rainy days, lay something by; 
But don’t neglect your home on 
high.
To start the week right on Mon­
day.




be no miser. You 
can’t take noth­





Copyright (c, 1970 by M. Homer Cummings
M. Homer Cummings
These facts and precepts
Kindly read, 
And to each one
Give earnest heed.
PRECIOUS PROMISES
(Copyright, 1956, by M. Homer Cummings)
PROMISESPRECIOUSPROMISESPRECIOUS
Our Father knows and cares 
And ev’ry burden bears.
God puts no more on us, I’m sure, 
Than we are able to endure.
Failing strength He will renew— 
God has not forgotten you.
He will not leave you, 0 do not 
despair.
Bring Him your burdens, your 
grief, and your care.
God uses tears to wash our eyes 
That we may better view the 
skies.
“God is our refuge and 
strength, a very present 
help in trouble.’’—Psa. 
46:1.
God sees the sparrows when they 
fall





“Like as a father pitieth 
his children, so the Lord 
pitieth them that fear 
Him.’*—Psalms 103:3.
“He knoweth our frame; 







Some never look up to the sky 
Till flat upon their backs they lie.
We are better after crosses 
And are wiser after losses.
His way is best, His will be done, 
not mine;
Though dark the clouds, the sun 
again will shine.
Our heavenly Father from afar 
Beholds things as they really are.
“Your heavenly Father 
knoweth what things ye 
have need of before ye 
ask Him.”—St. Matthew 
6:8.
Don’t grieve o’er what the future 
holds for you;
Let Him who holds the future, 
hold you, too.
Be not discouraged, let nothing 
dismay,
God is your refuge, your help, and 
your stay.
The outlook may be dark as 
night—
The uplook is forever bright.
from 
the Lord, which made 
heaven and earth.” 
—Psalms 121:1-2.
“Commit thy way unto 
the Lord; trust also in 
Him, and He shall bring 
it to pass.”—Psa.37:5.
Why worry, friend, when you can 
pray?
Cast on the Lord your care each 
day.
“Before I was afflicted 
I went astray; but now 
have I kept Thy word 
. . . It is good for me that 
I have been afflicted; 
that I might learn Thy 
statutes.” Psalms 119: 
67, 71.
“I will lift up mine eyes 
unto the hills, from 
whence cometh my help. 










IF FOLKS WOULD THINK
if folks wouldme
tamper with
“I ain’t no au- “If you never





Don’t judge a person by his looks, 
For covers do not make the books.
POOR MAN!
With all the facts at his command, 
No man can woman understand.
O Woman, there is this about you, 
We can’t live with you or without 
you!
Are you two-faced? I tell you 
what I’d do,
I’d wear the other face if I were 
you.
JOSH HAYSEED
By M. Homer Cummings 
Coalwood, W. Va. 
(Copyright, 1946, by M. Homer 
Cummings)
TWO FACED
drink, you won’t 
be no drunkard.”
The man who drinks 
drinks too much,








VERY FEW UNKIND WORDS
“Riches a n ’ “Kind words
conscience ain’t don’t cost noth-




GO TO CHURCHA WREATH
“We all ought-
S* day an’ stay fer
preachin.”
BE GOODSAY THEM NOW
“Taffy fer the 
livin’ is better’n
Don’t wait till I am in the grave, 
To speak the words of love I 
crave.
How often we neglect a friend!
But when he dies, a wreath we 
send.
‘Tis better to be good than bad, 
And serve the Lord than wish you 
had.
The unkind words you say 
May spoil somebody’s day.
er go to Sunday
School each Sun-
THEIR STING
The words that are unkind 
Will leave their sting behind.
Seek God and His commandments 
do,
And all you need He’ll give to 
you.
There are no reasons though you 
search,
Why you should stay away from 
church.
epltaphy fer the 
dead.”
U. in’. Use 
.x.C*’ freely.”
How many make a dozen? 10 and 
2.










THE FIRST DRINK MILLIONS SLAIN
STRONG DRINKSTRONG DRINK
CAUSES GRIEF JOHN BARLEYCORN
“When alcohol
“Drink will gitan* gasoline mix,




I wine, and rum
Few things are quicker 
To cause grief than liquor.
What a business maker 
For the undertaker!
If you the first drink do not take, 
A drunkard you will never make.
good thing fer a 
feller to let
Because of millions it has slain, 
From strong drink we should all 
abstain.
John Barleycorn c^n double 
Your sorrow and your trouble.
you into trouble 
but it won’t git
Beer, whiskey, 
Will make a man a bum.
STRONG DRINK
BY M. HOMER CUMMINGS 
Coalwood, West Virginia 





And much good this vice has 
checked.
STRONG DRINKSTRONG DRINK




ture’s ale an* It
won’t make no-




STRONG DRINK STRONG DRINK
HEALTH AND WEALTH MULTIPLIES OUR ILLS










can break up yer 
home  earth
an’ keep you out 
of a mansion in
Drink can rob you of your health 
And can take away your wealth.
It happens almost ev’ry time 
That he who drinks commits the 
crime.
Since habits are so hard to break, 
Be careful of the ones you make.
!
Drink multiplies our country’s ills; 
it fills.
If your drink is water, 
You won’t reel and totter.
Beware, my friend, please stop 
and think,
Do not become a slave to drink.
WASTED
The billions that are spent each 
year for booze




DRINK LIKE A FISH
Drink like a fish? Well, that is all 
right,








CRAWL OUT A PATCH ON THE KNEE
to“It’s “Don’t lend no­
money
hard to git out.”
business.”
HOW TO LOSE A FRIEND
Though into debt you run and fall, 
Yet out of it you’ll have to crawL
easy
run into debt but
Bettfer a patch upon the knee 
Than overhead in debt to be.
If you would lose a friend, 
A dollar to him lend.
body 
that’s the bank’s
OR DOES IT RUN?
Some people say that money talks, 
But I have noticed that it walks.
BETTER SAVE
‘Tis better far that you should save 
Than carry debts down to the 
grave.
WHEN MONEY TALKS
Money is so coy and shy, 
When it talks it says, “Good-bye!”
BY M. HOMER CUMMINGS 
Coalwood, West Virginia 
(Copyright, 1947, by M. Homer 
Cummings)
“Money
not go as fur as
it used to, but it
THRIFTTHRIFT











YOUR HOME ON HIGHAN EMPTY PURSE
“Work hard an’
don’tbutsave,
be no miser. You
no
can’t take noth-it’s mighty hard
within’ youon a feller.”
when you die.”
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAYA DOLLAR BILL
nobody but yer- 
self.”
Few things will make you feel 
much worse,
Than to possess an empty purse.
NOT TO SQUANDER
Blessed is the man who learns, 
Not to squander what he earns.
To start the week right on Mon­
day.
You should go to church on Sun­
day.
For rainy days, lay something by; 
But don’t neglect your home on 
high.
Here’s a lesson you should learn: 
“Never spend more than you earn.”
,(Poverty ain’t
disgrace but
Here’s sound advice you won’t re­
gret:
“Pay as you go, keep out of debt”
You’ll find when you get old and 
ill,
Your best friend is a dollar bill.
we waste 
money,









An idle rumor’s always busy, 
It works so fast it makes one dizzy.
“A feller shouldn’t 
pay no attention 
to ugly rumors.”
O’er this fact the gossiper doth 
gloat,
Rumors started do not sink but 
float.
Always turn a deaf ear 
To the slander you hear.






We have so many failings of our 
own,
At others we should never cast a 
stone.
“Talk about yer 




Do not harmful gossip peddle.
Always somethin’ 
good about them 
say.”
“Give yer nose a 
chance to grow 
by keepin’ it out 
of other people’s 
business.”
A rumor, like a ball of snow,
Will grow and grow and grow and 
grow.'
“Don’t believe 
nothin’ you hear 









BE A BOOSTER WATCH
Belittle no one in the town
LET SOMETHING GOOD BE SAID GOOD ADVICE
While people live, let something 
good be said,
They cannot read their tombstones 
when they’re dead.
“Don’t throw off 
on nobody — not 
even yerself.”
And your own self do not run 
down.
“Some people don’t 
say nothin’ good 
about nobody.”
What’s said about us when our 
backs we turn.
Tis easy to defame
Another person’s name.
In the Book of James and chapter 
three
Watch your foot, don’t let it slip, 
And be careful of your lip.
You who criticise, I wonder 
If you ever made a blunder.
“Ev’ry time some 
people open their 
mouth, they put 
their foot in it.”




WHEN OUR BACKS ARE TURNED
"Tis best for us that we should 
never learn
' Is some good advice for you and 
me.
Ere you clean your neighbor’s yard,




M. HOMER CUMMINGS A FROWN DEFINED
A smile is a light in the win­
dow of a face to show that the






“God helps those who help them-
inselves.”—Benjamin Franklin, “You cannot make a crab walk
Poor Richard’s Almanac, 1733. straight.”—Aristophanes.
WORK AS WELL AS PRAY
THE IMPOSSIBLE
Would you like to have a help­
ing hand?
On your arm is one at your com­
mand.
Don’t ask ,the Lord to do for you 
What He gives you the strength 
to do.
Can you tell me what’s a frown? 
‘Tis a smile turned upside down.
If on your face appears a frown, 
Don’t let it stay, but smile it down.
Some things cannot be done, why 
mope?
You cannot strike a match - on 
soap.
Do not attempt to freeze the Sun, 
But try to do what can be done.
Doalwood
IjOUPLETS
BY M. HOMER CUMMINGS 
Coalwood, West Virginia 










COALWOOD COUPLETS COAL WOOD COUPLETS
CHINS UP BE FAIR
BE PLEASANT
THE GOLDEN RULE
“Wherever there is 
being- there is an opportunity for 
a kindness.” — Seneca.
“Life is short. We ain’t got time 
to hate nobody.” —Josh Hayseed.
Hard may be your lot at present; 
Make the best of it, be pleasant.
E’en though you drink of sorrow’s 
cup,
Your chin you always should keep 
up.
To others you should always do 
What you would have them do to 
you.
To friend and foe alike, be fair; 
Treat ev’rybody on the square.
A friendship won’t survive 
Unless it’s kept alive.
“Revenge is sweet,” they say; 
But does it ever pay?
“The only way to have a friend 
is to be one.” — Ralph Waldo 
Emerson.
If over our 
fret,
There’s danger that we 
friends will forget.
“He who sings frightens away 













Arr. M. H. C
r- ■
ORDER FROM M. NOME* CUMMINGS, 130 CEDAR ST., HUNTINGTON, W. YA. 25705
0
- a-tions, Our dwell-ing place and
■* •«•«— a hl. oun luiu, Ulld
- a-tion, Our eyes be-hold His 
nev-er, Right shall pre-vail and
a - dore Him And praise Him for the 
p Q » if 0 fS
b b* Jiff j3
gio ■ ry to His name! For - ev ■ er-more, He
ft ^ii
It is in Him we live and move, 
we live and mow.
ref - uge He has been; 7was He who made and laid the world's foun-da-tions, 
stars fall from the sky; And ev - ’ry-thing in life we need and cher ish 
beau - ty ev -’ry-where; His won-drous works, we view with ad - mi - ra - tion 
e - vil cease to be; I’: --*■ r*:’ J — - *—
gift of His dear Son; When we
great and count-fess bless-ing prove,
God Is Not Dead
© MCMLXVI, by M. Homer Cumming#. SESAC Affiliate
M. Homer Cummings
A , With great expression
is the same; His met - ties
J J
1. God is not dead! In all the gen - er -  o
2. God is not dead! The un - i-verse would per-ish-T e s grow cold, the
3. God is not dead! We see Him in ere “ ~ " ’*
4. God is not dead! His foes shall tri-umph
5. God is not dead! Ex - alt Him and
‘ ., ... .
He can - not fail, His king - dom is for - ev - er 
at last are called to stand be-fore Him,
 Chorus
The earth is His and they who dwell there-in. 
Could not ex - ist if He, our Lord, should die.
And they re - veal His wis-dom, love, and care.
And He shall reign thro’-out e - ter - ni - ty.
















to Him be true,
h 
>=
For there is much for each one 
h h ft_R~svc1 t
List to His 
And life e- 




1. Come to the Sav-iour while it is day,
2. Tho’ you have wandered from Him a - stray,
3. Je - sub can give you com • fort and peace,
4. Why do you lin - ger, why long - er 
pleading, heed now His call, 
ter - nal you will re-ceive. 
save you from ev - ’ry sin. 
Sav-iour, come to Him now. r"’r rrifj
You Need Thee Saviour
Copyright © 1962 and 1970 by M. Homer Cummings, SESAC Affiliate
M. Homer Cummings
Has • ten, don’t tar - ry, 
Turn to Him quick-ly, 
Bless-ing un-num-bered 




You need the Sav-iour and He needs you.
He needs you.
------ * >• * A gA J' JV
FH c F 
yJjJjlijr
Night will soon come and shadows will fall. 
Trust in His promise, on Him be-lieve 
0 - pen your heart and let Him come in
Yield to the Spir-it and humbly bow,
En - ter His
J fe 
do not de - lay; 
His will o • bey; 






M. Homer Cummings, Sr.by
“I am a.. .sojourner, as all my
fathers were.” -PSALMS 39:12
MY BEST
ONE PAGE A DAY
One page a day in life’s great book 
Is all at which Time lets us look.
Since only once I pass this way 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
This book encompasses an interesting and 
varied collection of Reverend Cummings 0 poems, 
even though it is not a complete collection of 
his compositions. Each rhyme was prompted by 
some event in his life, and this book could well 
be considered an autobiography. 
Truly, there is reflected in this work the 
author's sincere wish, "I Want My Life To count 
For Jesus" which, incidentally, is the title of 
one of the several hundred hymns he has written 
over the years as he went about doing God's worko 
He was licensed to preach in 1907 and spent 
three years in the evangelistic fieldo In the 
fall of 1910, he was assigned to a pastorate. 
He has served the following charges in the 
West Virginia Conference of the United Methodist 
Church: Boomer, 1910-1912; Clay, 1912-1913; Rip-
ley, 1913-1915; Proctor, 1915-1916; Fulton, Wheel-
ing, 1916-1918, (The Fulton, Wheeling pastorate 
was interrupted by World War I when Reverend Cum-
mings spent a few months in 1918 with the colors 
in Camp Meade, now Fort Meade, Maryland.); Glen 
White, 1919-1923; Ceredo, 1923-1927; Fayetteville, 
1927-1939; Williamstown, 1939-1942; Ravenswood, 
1942-1945; Coalwood, 1945-1947; and Glasgow, 1947-
19590 
As you read this collection, you are sure 
to comprehend the compassion for, and understand-
ing of, his fellow human beingsr regardless of 




When to this wondrous world I came, 
My parents gave to me a name; 
They called me Homer, and you see, 
A poet I was deigned to beQ 
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m FACE 
The face you see 
Belongs to me-
I live behind it; 
Though it may be 
From beauty free, 
I do not mind it. 
I cannot view 
As others do, 
My form and features: 
It is not clear 
How I appear 
To fellow creatureso 
This house of clay, 
I'll leave some day-
Retu:r:ning never: 
God grant that I 
May dwell on high 
With Christ forever • 
.,.9_ 
For years, I wrote a rhyme each day 
To help and cheer folks on their wayo 
Newspapers oft gave them a place 
To occupy a vacant space. 
Here are a few for you to view-
Please take the time to read them through. 
-M. Homer Cummings, Sro 
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MY FIRST POEM 
(Written in 1902) 
One summer in July 
A forest I passed by, 
The leaves of oak did shine 
And were as brilliant as the 
pine. 
But one December day, 
I came along that way: 
The oak was rough and bare 
The pine was green and fair. 
*** 
The Christian like the pine, 
The year around will shine. 
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MY PARENTS 
The two best friends I ever had 
Were my dear Mother and my Dado 
-----o-----
MOTHER 
There can never be another 
Who can take the place of Mothero 
-----o-----
FATHER 
'Tho' poets seldom bother 
To eulogize a father, 
Yet to the lad 
No one is great as Dad. 
-----o-----
MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS 
Exactly thirteen was the score 
Of all the children Mother bore; 
Eight of this number now are gone 
And five are left to carry on-
Launa, Verna, Grace and Beecher 
And I, the seventh, am a preachero 
------o-----
MY BIRTH PLACE 
In eighteen-ninety, so they say, 
A mile or two from Pickaway, 
I first beheld the light of dayQ 
'Twas in the county of Monroe-
-12-
MY BIRTH PLACE continued 
The 11 land where milk and honey flow"; 
There, in a log house, I was born 
At early dawn one summer morn. 
The date that this event occurred 
Was August on the twenty-third. 
-----o-----
MY FAMILY 
My little family of two 
Were Homer and his brother, Hugha 
------o-----
MY GRANDCHILDREN 
Grandchildren are a prized possession 
And they arrived in quick succession-
One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, 
Eight, nine, ten, and then eleven. 
'T would take a king and not a peasant 
To buy each one of them a present. 
-----o-----
MY GREAT GRANDCHILDREN 
There is a date we celebrate-
It is December twenty-eight, 
Our hearts with joy were set aflame 
For on that day a baby came. 
A lovely, sweet, and great granddaughter-
It was a stork, they say, that brought hera 
-----o-----
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SEPTEMBER 12, 1968 
The natal day 
Of Mary K-
No sweeter girl 
In all the world. 
-----o-----
THIRD GREAT-GRANDCHILD 
The third great-grandchild was Diana Ruth 
Who came to this world without a tooth. 
-----o-----
ERIC CUMMINGS 
Like "Clumbsy Claude" of comic fame-
Yes, Eric Lomax is his name-
A stumbling, fumbling, bouncing boyo 
His father's pride, his mother's joy. 
-----o-----
MY FRIENDS 
My friends are those thro' good and ill 
Who know my faults but love me stillg 
-----o-----
MY ENEMIES 
I should be kind to them and aid them 
For it was I who made thema 
-----o-----
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OUR FAMILY OF THIRTEEN 
Well, it was many years ago, 
I came into this world of woeo 
Like Paul, I brought no wealth with me, 
I was as poor as I could be. 
I had no teeth with which to eat, 
I wore no shoes upon my feet; 
And on my tiny head, 
No hair was there, they saida 
No nurse had me upon her list 
No band was placed upon my wrist. 
No doubt my parents did rejoice 
When they first heard my screaming voice; 
Of course, like other babes I cried 
When this old troubled world I spiedo 
I can't recall that August morn 
When Dad and Mother, tired, forlorn, 
With others looked upon my face 
And held me in their fond embrace. 
My memory is very brief 
But would it give me joy or grief 
If I could go back to life's brink 
And ascertain what infants think? 
I don't remember when I came 
But I am thankful just the same 
That I am not a barnyard fowl, 
A singing bird nor screeching owl. 
I'm glad that I am not a dog, 
A howling wolf nor grunting hog; 
I would not want to be a lamb 
But only what I really amo•o~• 
Kind Providence upon me smiled 
And I was born the seventh childo 
My brother, Edgar, was the first 
(That did not make him best nor worst): 
Then little Florence, who at four, 
Went on to heaven's shining shorea 
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OUR FAMILY OF THIRTEEN continued 
Launa was the third and she 
Was followed next by Luther Lee: 
Then Anzionetta, darling girl, 
When less than two, left this old worldo 
Next Clarence comes upon the list, 
He, too, is dead and sadly missed. 
Then I appeared upon the scene 
And filled the vacancy betweeno 
'Twas after me that six more came. 
I now shall mention each by nameg 
Dear little Ruth, who did not stay 
Upon this earth a single day. 
Then Verna and "poor little Gracef• 
And Russell visited our placeg 
Our joy was quickly turned to grief, 
His sojourn here was very brief. 
The next to cheer our home was Clyde, 
When he was almost six, he died. 
The last of all was Asa Beecher, 
We hoped and prayed he'd be a preacher. 
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MY AGE 
Altho' I do not ancient feel, 
My age to you I shall reveal; 
I do not think you do believe 
That I 1 m as old as Grandmaw Eve 
Nor Adam nor the first-born Cain 
Nor righteous Abel who was slaino 
I'm sure yo~ will not waste your breath 
Contending I'm the age of Setho 
Methuselah, I know that he 
Was older than I'll ever be: 
I did not enter Noah's ark 
And with him on that trip embark; 
Nor did I wade the river Nile 
When Moses was a little childo 
In Fourteen-Hundred-Ninety-Two 
Columbus sailed the ocean blueo 
But I'll be very frank with you, 
I was not with that motley crewa 
No, I was not so rash and frantic, 
I had to cross the deep Atlantico 
I came to earth some years ago 
Out in the county of Monroe. 
I was so young when I was born 
I can't recall that fateful morn. 
But ,I have heard my mother say, 
The time was after break of day; 
She also said my birth occurred 
In August on the twenty-thirdo 
But that does not disclose the year 
That ushered my arrival here. 
The date begins with less than two, 
The second, something done by you; 
The third rhymes with a verdant tree, 
The fourth exclaimed by you and meo 
Subtract it from the present year, 
My age to you will then appearo 
(For ANSWER turn to next pageo) 
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THE ANSWER 
The number less than two is "one" 
And "ate" is something by you done; 
The verdant tree, of course, is pine 
And it, you see, will rhyme with "nine". 
The word that we exclaim is 11 oh 11 
So there it is: 1-8-9-0o 
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MY PRESIDENTS 
The President when I was born 
Was Harrison, who did adorn 
The highest office of the land 
Till Grover Cleveland took command. 
McKinley, with his warm appeal, 
Was followed by T~ R.'s "Square Deal 11 ; 
Taft, with his smile and large physique, 
Preceded Wilson's keen technique. 
Next, Harding on the scene we see 
And Coolidge, silent as could be. 
Grave Herbert Hoover was distressed 
Because our country was depressed. 
Four times our nation's voters felt 
They needed Franklin Roosevelt; 
They liked his charm and fireside talks 
And Harry Truman's morning walks. 
Then came a cry, "We need a change! 11 
And so the people did arrange 
To put another man in power-
This time 'twas Dwight n. Eisenhower. 
Replacing Ike, so bald and bare, 
Was Kennedy with plenty hair 
And sitting in a rocking chairo 
Oh, how distinctly we remember 
That fateful moment in November; 
A cruel bullet pierced his brain, 
And our young President was slain! 
No longer was it Jo F. K. 
But his successor, Lo B. Jo 
And now our nation's fixin' 
Has been assigned to Nixono 
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WEST VIRGINIA SUPREME COURT OF APPEALS 
I was a "Crier of this Court" 
One-half of twenty years 
And I am happy to report, 
I cried but shed no tears. 
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THE GOVERNOR 
All thro 1 his term, he is involved 
With problems that cannot be solved. 
There are appointments to be made 
And people clamoring for aid: 
The schools will ask for larger sums, 
The politicians, bigger plumse 
From ev 1 ~y hillside, town and city 
Are those desiring help and pity. 
We want good roads without delay 
But taxes we don't like to pay~ 
The TV, radio and press 
Will constantly his mistakes stress; 
Throughout the nation, wide and large, 
Corruption they will quickly charge~ 
Much fun at him each day they'll poke 
Till he becomes a household joke. 
'Tis hard to find a sadder fate 
Than to be gov'ner of our state! 
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TIC DOULOUREUX 
We who have Tic Douloureux 
Have but one course to pursue; 
Since no medicine can cure it 
We must try hard to endure ito 
There 1 s nobody who could share it 
So we grit our teeth and bear ita 
Tho' the howling winds may sweep, 
Pains awake us when we sleepo 
Oft it seems the face is baking-
Jaws and ears and eyes are achingQ 
Seldom is there circulation 
To relieve the situation 
And the jagging irritation~ 
But w~ pray both night and day 
For our grief to pass away, 
And we ask the Holy One 
From the dawn till set of sun 
That His will, not ours, be done~ 
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MY OPERATIONS 
Paul gloried in his tribulations, 
I laud my many operationsa 
Tho I some may "Sing along with Mitch", 
I hum the tune of II Itching Stitch 11 � 
I am a worn-out preacher-
A badly carved up creature
1
And while I do not think that I should whine 
My operations have been one plus nine� 
The first an appendectomy, 
The next a tonsillectomy; 
To keep me active and alive, 
My he-rniotomies were five., 
That I might suffer fewer pains, 
They operated on my veins� 
(Perhaps it should have been my brains�) 
The ninth incision brought me woe­
It seemed my time had come to go� 
I spent a night of agonizing howls 
And oh! what hurting and what aching in my bowels� 
The next day Dr" Irons said p "I 1 11 prune him., 11 
And so he cut a growth from my jejunume 
And as I lay there open wide, 
He said he dropped a big cigar inside, 
I never used tobacco and it made me sick, 
It was an awful and a nauseating trick� 
What was this operation? Let me see, 
It was a duodenojejunostomy� 
The nurses, conscious of my ills, 
Would wake me up to give me sleeping pills� 
'T was hard to find a spot 
These women had not shot 
For by their needles i pushings, 
My limbs looked like pin cushions� 
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MY OPERATIONS continued 
Then, after seven years passed by, 
My pains were so intense that I 
Went to a surgeon for relief, 
My prostate gland caused me much grief o
The knife was used on me again-
My operations now are ten� 
I'm thankful to the God above 
That thro' His goodness and His love, 
He has permitted me to live, 
My best to Him I want to giveo 
MA AND PA 
High blood pre�sure worries Mother 
Makes her fret and stew and smother: 
And her heart with action double 
Gives her pain and endless troubleo 
Fourteen times have the physicians 
X-rayed her in all positions: 
Four have been her operations 
To relieve her complicationso 
She has had appendicitis, 
Gallstones, ulcers and neuritis� 
What's the matter then with Father? 
Low blood pressure is his bothero 
To the doctor both now go, 
Ma on high and Pa on lowo 
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A DOCTOR'S VISIT
When Homer comes to see his mother, 
He brings one daughter or the other­
And sometimes he 
Will bring all threeo 
They ring the bell and in they sneak, 
First to his mother he will speak 
And plant a kiss upon her cheek; 
Then, sitting down, he starts to read­
To us he gives no further heedo 
His eyes, he cannot open keep 
And soon we find him fast asleep. 
He wakes- and to my room he walks 
And on the phone he talks and talks. 
Then, glancing 'round, he sees a letter 
And mutters, "Mother looks much better, 
And Daddy, how are you today? 
Has your angina gone away? 
If it should chance to make you ill, 
Be sure to take some Isordil-
And don't forget to write your will .. " 
He rushes out, but oh, the cheer 
His visit brought his parents here, 
We feel secure when he is near. 
* * * * * 
A doctor's presence to the ill 
Is far more helpful than a pill. 
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IN MEMORIAM 
MrsQ Mary Louise Cummings 
Born December 18, 1888 - Died August 17, 1968 
I am so glad we lived to see 
Our GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY 0 
For fifty years, we walked together 
In sunshine bright and stormy weather; 
Along the winding road of life, 
Were disappointments, grief and strife g
The hills were rough and steep: 
The valleys, dark and deep. 
Fond memories were also ours, 
The singing birds, the blooming flowers 
The world so wonderful and grand, 
Created by Divine command 
And many friends that we had met 
Were treasures we could not forget o
Our little family of two 
Were Homer and his brother, Hugh. 
As we proceeded on our way, 
The Lord was with us ev'ry dayo 
He was our refuge, strength and stay Q
Some things we wanted were denied 
But what we needed, He supplied. 
Alas, on August seventeen 
My wife was taken from the scene. 
I saw her as the end drew near, 
Her face was radiant with cheer; 
It beamed with a celestial glow 
When she told me she had to go. 
And then she sang in accents clear 
Some sacred songs to her so dear: 
"Heaven's morning breaks and earth's 
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IN MEMORIAM continued 
vain shadows flee-
In life, in death, O Lord, abide with me .. " 
"I shall know Him, I shall know Him, 
And redeemed by His side, I shall stand; 
I shall know Him, I shall know Him, 
By the print of the nails in His hand." 
"I trust in God, wherever I may be, 
Upon the land or on the rolling sea; 
For come what may from day to day, 
My heavenly Father watches over me. 11 
"I'll exchange my cross for a starry crown, 
Where the gates swing outward never; 
At His feet I'll lay ev'ry burden down 
And with Jesus reign forever o 11 
"Ready to go, ready to stay, 
Ready my place to fill; 
Ready for service, lowly or great 
Ready to do His will .. " 
"When we all get to heaven, 
What a day of rejoicing that will be� 
When we all see Jesus, 
We'll sing and shout the victory!" 
She has gone first and I am left, 
I walk alone, sad and berefto 
Tho' I have lost her for awhile, 
I hope to see again her smile 
And hear her sing and with her be 
Throughout the long eternity. 
Beyond the view of mortal eyes, 
Where none grow old and no one dies, 
There is a land of fadeless day 
Where God shall wipe all tears away. 
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IN .MEMORIAM continued 
The righteous dead are blest, 
From labors, they now rest. 
Though they are gone, 
Their works live on. 
And when I stand before the judgment throne, 
No worth nor righteousness to call my own­
This then my hope - 't will be my only plea 
That Jesus died for me. 
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HOME 
No matter where on earth we roam 
There is no other place like home o
---o---
HOME, SWEET HOME
The shacks in which we live 
May crude and humble be; 
Yet happily they give 
A home for you and meo 
---o---
THE HOME 
How often of the home we proudly boast 
Where we are treated best but grumble most. 
---o---
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THE UNITED STATES 
How thankful we should be each day� 
Our country is the Uo So Ao: 
There is no other land 
So wonderful and grando 
Here we have freedom to discuss 
The many problems facing us; 
Yes, we may publicly dissent 
And vote to change what we lamento 
That privilege they don 1 t enjoy 
In Russia, China, and Hanoiu 
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TAXES 
The earth revolves upon its axis, 
Our government upon its taxes; 
And they are paid by those who work­
Not by bums who loaf and shirko 
---o---
UNCLE SAM 
I often think of Uncle Samo 
Financially he's in a jam. 
Because of what he gives away, 
His debts are more than he can pay 
And they are mounting ev'ry day­
More than a million, 
More than a billion, 
More than a quarter of a trillion. 
Where'er his money goes, 
It multiplies his foes; 
The medicine, supplies, and food 
Are greeted with ingratitudeo 
---o---
FIGHT POVERTY 
Fight poverty by working, 
You cannot win by shirkingo 
---o---
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WHEN A PREACHER BUYS A CAR 
Whene'er a preacher buys a car, 
He is discussed both near and far! 
The neighbors open wide their eyes 
And, filled.with wonder and surprise, 
Each one of them would like to know 
Just where he chanced to get his dough 
11 For ministers," they frankly say, 
"Are not accustomed to much pay. 11 
How then could he obtain the cash 
With which to go and buy a Nash? 
Some were disgusted, others bored 
And said he should have kept his Ford; 
Some thought that any way 
He should have bought a Chevrolet: 
And some were even heard to talk, 
"That lazy preacher ought to walk." 
And when I drove around the block, 
My members all received a shocko 
No matter what you say or do, 
Some folks will always censure you� 
This fact perhaps should be retold­
The car I owned was nine years oldo 
The radiator had a leak 
And here and there a noisy squeako 
The paint was falling off and peeling, 
The wheels were shimmying and reeling, 
The windows all were turning white, 
The engine was not working righto 
Well, it was on the tenth of May 
An auto salesman came my way; 
I listened to "high-pressure Hutch" 
Who told me that the Nash was such 
That it could climb the mountains high­
All other cars, it would pass byo 
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WHEN A PREACHER BUYS A CAR continued 
'Twas better than a Cadillac, 
'Twould take me there and bring me backo 
The radiator would not boil, 
''!'Would use but little gas or oil: 
And while the howling winds would sweep, 
I 1 d have twin beds in which to sleepo 
And after he had said his piece, 
My pocketbook he then did fleece. 
I yielded and he had me sign 
Upon the famous dotted lineo 
• • • • o • • • o o • • • o • • • o • • • e • • • • • • o • • • • • o 
Don't criticize, don't hem, don't hedge 
Help pay for it - increase your pledge. 
-----o-----
PARKING PROBLEMS 
The horse and buggy days are gone 
And man in haste is speeding on, 
The planes are flying thro 1 the air 
And automobiles everywhere. 
When I have traffic woes and plights, 
I think of forty days and nights 
That Noah had to drive the ark 
Ere he could find a place to park. 
-----o-----
DRIVE CAREFULLY 
Drive carefully-Let drink alone, 
"The life you save may be your own." 
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-----o~----
SITTING ON THE JURY 
Sitting on the jury is no treat; 
Oft we tire and squirm and move our feet, 
Hoping that we won't appear too rude 
As we long for lawyers to conclude. 
Like the preachers, they can talk all day 
And not finish what they have to sayo 
('T is on them that justice must depend 
To make accusations and defend.} 
When it seems a fact we may detect, 
There's a voice, '°Your honor, we object ., " 
Then the Judge, unruffled and restrained, 
Answers, "The objection is sustained. 11 
And we wonder through proceedings slow, 
What it is the jury should not knowQ 
Is there something they desire concealed­
Something that to us should be revealed? 
But whenever it is clearly shown 
There is evidence that should be known, 
Well, the Judge is wise, he can't be fooled 
And he says, 11 Objection 1 s overruleda" 
When they place a witness in the chair, 
We observe his face with greatest care. 
Can he look us squarely in the eye 
As he's called upon to testify? 
Ev I rythi ng he says, may .'we believe? 
Or is he attempting to deceive? 
Our responsibility is great, 
We must pass upon another's fateo 
Women of the jury all are sweet, 
Beautiful, attractive, nice and neat­
Fingernails and lips are painted red, 
Permanents and Tonies crown each heado 




SITTING ON THE JURY continued 
Tries to get caught up with her knitting. 
We, the men, have sought to do our duty 
But we are not noted for our beauty. 
Oft one glance at us in times of stress 
Makes a frightened prisoner confess o
Yes, it is our hope, our aim, our prayer 
That the verdicts we return are fair o
Only one thrill comes our way 
That is when we get our pay. 
Felix Caudy is the smiling clerk 
And he faithfully performs his work. 
There's a name that rhymes with Martin, 
'T is a charming lady, Barton. 
Sergeant Williams holds the fort 
As the bailiff of the court. 
Elliott Sherwood, too, is seen 
With that queer shorthand machine. 
What about the Judge? I think that he 
Is as fair as anyone can be. 
From the court, what lesson do we learn? 
It is this: From evil all should turn: 
Crime is costly, we shall lose 
If the downward road we chooseo 
But the Lord will be our help and stay 
If we walk the "straight and narrow way" o 
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IF WE KNEW 
If we knew the weight of care 
That another has to bear, 
What would be our attitude? 
Would we be unkind and rude? 
From our lips, would words depart 
That would crush the aching heart? 
Would we ruthlessly offend 
Anyone - a foe or friend? 
There are those with hidden grief 
Who are longing for relief: 
If their sorrows we could see, 
Would we cold and distant be? 
* * *
Soon will close life's little day 
And its anguish pass away. 
Let us bravely bear our load 
As we tread the rugged road. 
BOOST OTHERS 
The work of others do not block­
To boost is better than to knock� 
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DO NOT KNOCK 
Once a stranger came 
To a town, 
Claiming neither fame 
Nor renown; 
While he sought to do 
Noble deeds and true 1
He was knocked ,.
Many faults he had, 
All his own, 
Traits both good and bad, 
Clearly shown; 
As he tried each day 
Wrong to put away, 
He was k no eked. 
Soon his purpose strong, 
Weak became 
And he found ere long 
To their shame, 
There was none to aid, 
No one for him prayed­
He was knocked .,
* * *
Seek to cheer the soul, 
Who is down, 
Help him reach the goal 
And the crown; 
Lift him from despair, 
Show him that you care­
Do not knock. 
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IMPROMPTU 
As I stand here to try to speak, 
My heart beats fast, my knees are weak 
And very painfully I find 
No thoughts are running through my mind. 
My intellect has played a prank 
And all that's left is just a blank. 
When I was asked to come today, 
Nobody told me what to say. 
My words are slow in coming out­
I don't know what to talk about. 
Lest I should make too big a flop, 
The thing for me to do is stop. 
CRITICISM 
Tho' criticized 
I'm not surprised, 
My faults are many. 
But where is he 
Or even she 
Who has not any? 
The good and wise 
Don't critize .. 
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I CANNOT RUN AWAY
No matter where I chance to be, 
Upon the land or on the sea, 
I always take myself with me. 
• o o • • • • o o • • 
And as thro' life we onward go 
Let us be kind to all below. 
Lift up the fallen, help them stand 
And lend to them a friendly hando 
Make burdens light and pathways bright 
And strive to do that which is right. 
Bring happiness and peace and love 
And bid men look to God abovee 
Tho' in this world we meet with grief, 
"Be of good cheer," there is relief; 
Fear not, tho' Satan's darts be hurled 
For Christ has overcome the world. 
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As we our race on earth pursue, 
Folks always tell us what to do; 
They do not help us win the prize 
Yet they severely criticize. 
James Whitcomb Riley was no fool 
When he gave us this simple rule: 
"The man who tries to do his best 
Will get more kicks than all the rest!" 
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PREPARE FOR THE WORST 
Strive for the best with utmost care 
But for the worst, also, prepare. 
BEST 
Help me, Lord, to do my best, 
Bravely facing every testo 
Make of me what I should be­
Always true, O God, to Thee o
When I reach the end of life, 
Weary of its toil and strife, 
Lead me gently by Thy hand 
Till I enter heaven•s land. 
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THE STORY OF LIFE 
Before we talked, we mumbled c
And ere we walked, we stumbled­
Quite frequently, we tumbled, 
Thro'out our lives, we fumblede 
Like bees we buzzed and bumbled, 
Much of the time, we grumbled­
our thoughts were badly jumbled: 
While storms around us rumbled, 
Realities we scumbledQ 
By foes we have been pommeled, 
Our aspirations crumbled 
And we are sadly humbledo 
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MOTHERS 
Mothers, may I ask today, 
Have your children heard you pray? 
A M,OTHER Is PRAYER 
'l'be child still needs a mother i s prayer, 
A mother's love, a mother's care. 
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MOTHER 
What shall we say about the mother? 
She 1 s nobler far than any other 
No one can estimate her worth, 
She's given birth 
To all on earth. 
She is so wonderful and great, 
She shapes our destiny and fate; 
She teaches children how to walk4
To romp and play, to laugh and talk, 
To brush their teeth, wash hands and face, 
And at the table say the grace o
To shun the wrong, uphold the right 
To pray to God for strength and might, 
To go to Church and Sunday School, 
And try to keep the Golden Rule. 
Thro•out the seasons, night and day, 
She works for love and not for pay, 
And yet I think in heaven, the Lord 
Will give to her the top reward! 
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ROCK ME TO SLEEP, SUMMER 
(A parody} 
Backward, turn backward, o Time in your flight 
Give me July again just for tonight o
Summer, come back from your far away shore, 
Let me abide in your presence once more; 
Kiss from my forehead the winter's cold blast 
Melting the snow-flakes that are flying so fast; 
over my slumber your loving watch keep 
Rock me to sleep, Summer, rock me to sleep. 
Backward, flow backward, O Tide of the heat! 
I am so weary of frost-bitten feet-
Toes that are frozen and stinging with pain­
Oh, for the breath of the Summer again o
I have grown weary of zero each day, 
Weary of having more gas bills to pay. 
Weary of freezing while howling winds sweep, 
Rock me to sleep, Summer, rock me to sleep! 
Tired of December and January, too 
Summer, o summer, my heart calls for you! 
Oh, how I long for the hot, sultry breeze­
Flies and mosquitos and busy sweat bees; 
Woods that are smiling and harvests of grain, 
Birds sweetly singing their joyous refrain, 
Corne from your silence so long and so deep; 
Rock me to sleep, Summer, rock me to sleepo 
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"SCINTILLATE, SCINTILLATE 11 
Some persons seeking our attention, 
Use words beyond our comprehension. 
Instead of "Twinkle, Twinkle, little star, 
How I wonder what you are! 
Up above the world so high, 
Like a diamond in the sky; 
11 
They say, "Scintillate, scintillate, 
asteroid minific, 
Fain would I fathom your nature specific, 
Loftily poised in the ether capacious 
Strongly resembling a gem carbonaceous." 
So much for mystifying speech-
Let us use words within our reacho 
The tongue possesses power great 
And it can change another's fate; 
It causes trouble, stirs up strife 
And often it will wreck a life� 
A reputation it can mar 
And leave forevermore a scaro 
When words are fitly spoken, 
They mend a heart that has been broken; 
They cheer the lonely and distressed 
And help the weary and oppressed, 
They banish darkness and despair 
And lift the heavy load of care. 
o let us pray that ev 1 ry day
Souls may be blest by what we say!
But better far than words and creeds




We have met with one accord, in the 
presence of the Lord, and the witnesses 
you see, that these two may wedded be o
_Marriage is a holy state, and it did 
originate in compliance with God's plan 
some time ere the fall of mano There­
fore it should never be taken unadvised­
ly, but with caution and great care, and 
with reverence and prayere By this sa­
cred, solemn rite, these two persons we 
unite� If you can reveal just cause by 
our state's and nation's laws why this 
ceremony should cease, speak or ever 
hold your peace. 
TO THE MAN-
Do you now the promise make, that 
this woman you will take henceforth for 
your wedded wife thro' the pilgrimage 
of life? Will you keep and comfort her 
and whatever may occur - whether pov­
erty or wealth, whether sickness or good 
health, you all others will forsake and 
this woman only take, loving her with 
all your heart, until death do you part? 
TO THE WOMAN-
Do you take this man today for your 
husband thro' life's way? Will you help 
him his burdens bear and his joys and 
sorrows share? Will you be a true help­
meet, striving always to keep sweet and 
whatever may betide as you journey by 
his side, you your love to him will give, 
so long as ye both shall live? 
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MARRIAGE CEREMONY continued 
TO BOTH-
Forasmuch then as these two have 
now promised to be true to each other 
thro' this life, he's her husband, she's 
his wife. Any may God, who holds the 
key to the future, Oh may He bless and 
keep you by His grace until you shall 
see His face. 
(This ceremony in rhyme is not presented 
to be followed as an order of wedding, 
even though these vows were incorporated 
in several weddings performed by me in 
accordance with the laws of the stateo) 
-Author. 
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ADVICE TO WIVES 
I was away from home one day 
And planned when I returned to say 
Kind words and compliment my wife 
With whom I'd lived most of my life. 
I thought of her devotion true, 
Her virtues great, her failings few. 
For more than six and forty years, 
Together through this vale of tears, 
We'd walked the long and winding roads 
And helped to bear each other's loads. 
How loyal she had always been 
She stood by me through thick and thin! 
I felt that now I loved her more 
Than I had ever done before­
Throughout the future she would be 
Both young and beautiful to me. 
I thought of her when she was fair 
Ere Father Time whitewashed her hair. 
But ah, alas! when I got home 
She asked me where I'd chanced to roam 
And did not even hesitate 
To question me why I was late. 
She said to me without a smile 
That she'd been waiting all the while. 
She added, 'We're not here to dream, to drift, 
We have hard work to do and loads to lift­
Shun not the struggle, face it nowo" 
Then she began to tell me how 
The parsonage was needing cleaning, 
The doors and ev'ry window screening: 
And even though I am not tall 
To mop the cobwebs from the wall. 
Could I declare to her my love 
When furniture I had to shove 
From one room to another one 
And never know when I was done? 
She'd tell me I must rearrange them 
And then would come and have me change them. 
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ADVICE TO WIVES continued 
The carpets I would have to beat 
And sweep the walks out to the street~ 
No man can e'er his wife adore 
When he must scrub and paint .. :t:he floor 
And do a thousand chores or more, 
Then do the same things o'er and o'eru 
I offer now this counsel meet: 
If you would keep your husbands sweet 
And have them say nice things to you, 
Don't give them too much work to do., 
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ADVICE TO HUSBANDS 
Men work, 't is said, from sun to sun 
But women's work is never done; 
We toil and slave with all our might 
From early dawn till late at night. 
Unless we can afford a maid, 
There's none to give us friendly aid. 
Would it be wrong if we should ask 
Our husbands to perform some task 
And lift a finger now and then 
To help us with our duties when 
The house we live in must be cleaned 
And ev'ry door and window screened? 
Men want their wives to be alert 
And not reside in filth and dirt­
Then, why not heed our urgent call 
And wipe the cobwebs from the wall? 
'T would be no sin to take a broom 
Once in a while and sweep the room 
Or tie an apron 'round your waist 
(I'm sure you would not be disgraced) 
All haughty feelings you should squash 
And help your wife the dishes wash. 
Whenefer your interest is lagging, 
We women never think of nagging-
Of course, we feel you must be told 
In language plain and strong and bold­
Not once, not twice, but o'er and o'er, 
Perhaps a million times or more! 
And while we do not ever nag, 
We sometimes like to chew the rag 
For men are stupid and so blind 
The chores you cannot see or find. 
It gives us pleasure and delight 
To try to set our husbands right. 
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SNORING 
(Dedicated to all husbands and wives whose companions 
have good consciences and are noisy sleepers.) 
When at night I cannot sleep 
And my vigil I must keep, 
It is then I hear the roar 
Of a loud and constant snoree 
As the noise proceeds each hour, 
It increases in its power 
Till I wonder how one could 
Saw so many loads of wood. 
If perchance she slips a cog, 
She has struck a knotty log 
But she quickly starts once more, 




'T is only twice in life 
Man cannot woman understand: 
B�fore she is his wife 
And after he has won her hand. 
---o---
WOMEN'S HAIR 
One week it's whiter than the snow 
The next, it's blacker than a crow; 
When they in certain garbs are donned, 
Some deem it best to be a blonde. 
A friend of mine said he had seen 
A woman with her hair dyed green. 
Teen-agers wear a wig that's white­
Grandmothers one that's dark as night. 
There are some wigs with tops so high, 
They almost seem to touch the sky. 
Someday, perhaps, we'll be appalled 
To read the style, 11All Women Bald 11• 
---o---
WOMEN Is DRESS 
What shall we say of women's dress? 
Each summer it gets less and.less: 
In short or shorts, beyond a doubt, 
There is not much to talk about. 
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BACK SEAT DRIVERS 
The back-seat drivers, we all know, 
Are folks who tell us how to goe 
Whene'er we take them for a spin; 
They usually like this begino 
"Don't drive so slowly! Use your gas! 
Here comes a car! Don't let it pass! 
"You cannot make that hill on high 
It is too steep, I would not tryo 
"Watch out! Slow down, we're near a curve! 
Quick!! Blow your horn! Don't lose your nerve! 
"That truck has such a heavy load, 
Pull over now, don't hog the road! 
"I never saw you half so wild, 
o dear, o dear, don't hit that child!
"It's slippery wet, put on your chains! 
You act as tho' you have no brains. 
"This is the crossing, better stop! 
Look, yonder stands the traffic cop! 
"You crazy sinner, you're not bright, 
You failed to see that signal light! 
"You'll land in jail before you're through! 
I dare not say a word to you. 
"This trip with you will be my last, 
I'm scared to death, you drive too fast!" 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR BACK SEAT DRIVERS 
Whene'er you with your husband ride 
And you are sitting by his side 
Or in the seat back in the rear, 
Don't lecture him on how to steer. 
You'll vex him till he wrecks the car­
The pleasures of the trip you'll mar; 
He·'ll lose his head, his life, his soul, 
Because your tongue has no control. 
And so I give you this advice, 
(It's very cheap at any price) 
o do not foolish capers cut
BUT KEEP YOUR MOUTH COMPLETELY SHUT! 
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THE BEATLES 
(To my granddaughters) 
The beetles of the Japanese 
Completely killed our Christmas trees; 
Some beetles flew from Mexico 
And ate our beans up row by row. 
Four Beatles from the British Isles, 
Once came to us with silly smiles. 
They wore long hair and jumped and pranced, 
They yelled and screamed and sang and danced; 
When we received our stomach full, 
They all returned to Johnny Bull. 
(Were they to fall out of a boat, 
They would not sink, their heads would float.) 
---o---
THE STATUS QUO 
It seems that as we older grow 
We want to keep the status quo 
Set in our ways, it is not strange 
That we don't choose to welcome change. 
Sometimes a crazy fad 
Will almost drive us mad. 
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RINGO STARR'S WEDDING 
o clouds above, lament and cry!
Let bitter tears fall from the sky: 
Ye mountains lift your heads and mourn 
For maidens' hearts by grief are torn o
All joy is gone, all hope has fled­
That fickle Ringo Starr has wed. 
Man is deceitful and unjust-
Is there a one a girl can trust? 
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THE FIAPPER AGE 
Do you recall the "Flapper Age"? 
In spite of prophet, priest, and sage, 
Some women seemed to think 'twas great 
Men's weaknesses to imitateo 
They stepped down from their lofty places 
And lost their charms and lovely faces; 
Committing acts that were not good, 
They brought disgrace on womanhood� 
Like sinfu� man they misbehaved, 
To v.ices they became enslaved. 
They learned to drink and smoke and swear 
And fight and pull each other's hair. 
They burn incense to nicotine, 
The atmosphere became unclean-
And little:baby often cries 
For mom drops ashes in its eyes, 
For its protection and its care 
A pair of goggles it should wear o
Since women want to be like men, 
The time is now �pon us when 
Examples for them we should set 
We should not smoke a cigarette 
Or any species of cigar 
Or that which would our beauty mar o
It would appear both rude and rough 
To take a pinch or sniff of snuff o
We should not use the filthy weed 
Which from the savage did proceed: 
It stains the hand and soils the clothes 
And makes a smoke stack of the nose� 
In the bottomless pit in neep distress, 
Souls are smoking more but enjoying it less o
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KING NICOTINE 
King Nicotine reigns o'er our land, 
He rules it with a mighty hand; 
The President in Washington, 
The Congress - almost ev'ry one 
Of those who make for us our laws­
At intervals each day must pause 
And to this monarch homage pay 
Who over them holds sov 1 reign swayo 
The little urchin on the street 
And most of persons that we meet­
The pauper and,the millionaire 
(A combination rather rare) 
The farmer who delights to chew, 
The merchant and the banker, too, 
Men who are bad, some who are good, 
Are seen .to smoke or chew the cud. 
Grandmothers old and worn and gray 
Are often founQ with pipes of clay 
Some mothers who don't care to puff 
Will take a pinch or bite of snuff, 
And girls, (I say it with regret) 
Will light and burn a cigarette; 
They all are subjects of this king 
And hourly to him tribute bring. 
The savages were Nick's first slaves, 
They smoked and chewed in dens and 
caves, 
But now tn hut or mansion fair 
He reigns in triumph everywhere o
Men of America, awake 
And from thy hands the shackles 
break! 
No longer *millions daily bring 
To pay this ruthless, tyrant king. 
*The amount expended daily in the United States for




Tip the porter, tip the clerk, 
Tip the soda fountain jerk: 
Should you buy a bar of candy, 
Have some tipping money handy. 
Tip policemen on their beat, 
Tip the waiter where you eat: 
Tip the lad who shines your shoes, 
Tip the boy who sells the newsa 
Tip th,e usher and the preacher 
Tip the janitor and teacher; 
In the summer and the winter 
Tip the editor and printero 
Tip each campaign and each drive, 
Tips will keep these schemes alive. 
Tip the judges and the jury, 
It may mollify their furyo 
Tip the Hippies and the Yippies o
Tip all others without number­
Grocers, butchers, and the plumber, 
Lawyers and the politician 
Tip each project and commission 
Tip the nurses and physicians, 
Tip embalmers and morticians. 
When you cross the chilly tide 
And you reach the other side, 
Tip the boatman for the ride, 
Then, if you should have to wait, 
Tip Saint Peter at the gatea 
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EQUAL PAY 
When women labor all the day 
A hoeing corn or mowing hay, 
A splitting rails or sawing logs, 
A milking cows or slopping hogs: 
When they erect a structure high 
That reaches up into the sky 
Or crawl into a dismal hole 
And down there dig and shovel coal: 
When on a battlefield they stand 
With ,gun and bayonet in hand, 
When· they are brave and undismayed 
And of a mouse are not afraid, 
It would be then and only then, 
They should be paid as much as meno 
But when in offices they sit
And rarely work or move a bit 
Except to take 
A coffee br_eak, 
When in their best 
They're always dressed-
Their hair in curls upon the head, 
Their fingernails and lips all red, 
When they look pretty, prim and primp 
While husbands toil and slave and skimp, 
When payday comes around, what then? 
Should they receive more pay than men? 
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GOD IS NOT DEAD 
(Hymn) 
To music of "How Great Thou Art 11
(c) MCMLXVI, by M. Horner Cummings, SESAC Affiliate
1. God is not dead! In all the generations,
Our dwelling place and refuge He has been:
'Twas He who made and laid the world�s foundations,
The earth is His and they who dwell therein.
Chorus: 
God is not dead! o glory to His name! 
Forevermore, He is the same; 
His mercies great and countless blessing prove, 
It is in Him we live and move. 
2. God is not dead! The universe would perish­
The sun grow cold, the stars fall from the sky;
And ev'rything in life we need and cherish
Could not exist if He, our Lord, should die o
3a God is not dead! We see Hirn in creation,
Our eyes behold His beauty ev•rywhere;
His wondrous works, we view with admiration
And they reveal His wisdom, love, and care�
4. God is not dead! His foes shall triumph never,
Right shall prevail and evil cease to be�
He cannot fail, His kingdom is forever
And He shall reign thro'out eternityo
So God is not dead: Exalt Hirn and adore Hirn
And praise Him for the gift of His dear Son:
When we at last are called to stand before Him,
o may we hear Hirn say to us, "Well done!"
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IF GOD BE DEAD 
If God be dead, as some folks say, 
Who runs the universe each day? 
Who holds the planets in His hands? 
Who speaks and worlds heed His commands? 
Who orders stars to shine on high 
And hangs the rainbow in the sky? 
Who gives to us the breath of spring 
And writes the tunes the song birds sing? 
Who paints the beauty of the rose 
And colors ev'ry flower that grows? 
Who sees the sparrows when they fall 
And hears the raven's plaintive call? 
Who watches over us at night 
And cheers us with the morning light? 
Who sends the sunshine and the rain 
And ripens harvest fields of grain? 
Who listens to us when we pray 
And wipes 09r bitter tears away? 
Who pardons us when we do wrong 
And puts into our hearts a song? 
Who causes us to love another 
And want to lift a fallen brother? 
Who cle�nses souls from guilt and sin 
And changes lives without, within? 
God is not dead� He is alive 
And by his goodness we survive� 
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A SERMON IN RHYME 
THE GIFT OF GOD TO MAN 
In ev'ry nation, clime and tongue, 
Our text in sacred song is sung. 
Wherever Christ, our Lord, is named, 
Its truths are earnestly proclaimed; 
To rich and poor, to young and old, 
This wondrous story has been told o
No one is here but who has heard 
This message from the Holy Word o
'Tis in John's gospel, 3:16--
0h, what a picture! What a scene! 
"For God so loved the world He gave 
His qnly Son our souls to save, 
That �hosoever will believe 
Shall everl,asting life receive." 
No greater statement ever fell 
From mortal lips. I cannot tell 
The half of facts in it contained­
Salvation's plan is here explained, 
The love of God so long concealed 
Is now to sinful man revealedu 
No one need perish nor be lost, 
Redemption's bought at such a cost! 
O let us all our voices lift 
To Him who gave to us this Gift! 
'Twas He who made the starry sky 
"Spread like an ocean hung on high, 11 
With isles of scintillating light, 
Effulgent, radiating, bright. 
The Orion, the Milky Way, 
The Pleiades with sparkling ray. 
He knows each one of them by name 
And they His glory do proclaim. 
He spake, and lo! It came to pass 
The earth was formedo The verdant grass, 
The waving grain, the swaying trees, 
The balmy air, the gentle breeze, 
The rippling streams, the babbling brooks, 
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A SERMON IN RHYME: (The Gift of God to Man) 
The mossy rocks, the shady nooks, 
Each lily and each blooming flow'r 
Were all created by His pow'r. 
'Twas He who made the restless waves, 
The stormy seas, the mammoth caves, 
The dancing foam, the billow's splash, 
The thunder's roar, the lightning's fla9h, 
The cattle on a thousand hills, 
The landscapes and the little rills, 
The lions and the other beasts of prey, 
The joyful song bird with its tuneful lay, 
The mighty oak, the tiny fern, 
The seams of coal for us to burn. 
He made the silver and the gold, 
The veins of ore the mountains hold, 
And gorgeous beauties that unfold. 
But on the sixth day, we are told, 
Creation's crowning work was done­
Our state of being was begun. 
Jehovah said, "Let us now make 
Man who our image will partake: 
And to him let dominion be 
O'er fowl of air, o'er fish of sea, 
O'er ev'ry creeping thing on earth­
Yea, over all that has had birth." 
Then it is said some dust was found 
And man was fashioned from the ground, 
God breathed· • • • and he became a soul 
To live while countless ages roll. 
He then was placed in Eden fair 
With naught but pleasure ev'rywhereQ 
How happy Adam must have been! 
There was no sorrow, pain, nor sin. 
He owned the world and all therein, 
There were no relatives nor kin 
With whom he had to even share-
To all the wealth he was an heir. 
The North, the South, the East, the West 
Were his by ev'ry legal test; 
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A SERMON IN RHYME : (The Gift of God to Man) 
No one his title could dispute, 
No lawyer there to bring a suit. 
The living creatures to him came 
And he assigned to each a name: 
But in the universe around 
No help-meet for him could be foundo 
No one his happiness to share, 
No one to love, no one to care, 
No one to scold, no one to vex 1
No one to worry nor perpl��; 
No one to tell him what to do 
And give instructions not a few; 
No one to cook three meals a day 
And toil and slave her life away. 
No one to wash and scrub the floor 
And mend the garments that he tore, 
Nor sew the buttons on his shirt 
And from his clothes brush off the dirt. 
He had no one with whom to walk, 
No one to sit down with and talk; 
No one to bake him pies and cakes, 
No matter how much work it takeso 
No one to warm cold bread and hash; 
No one to rob him of his casno 
He was the only soul on earth, 
No other person yet had birth. 
God said, 11 It is not good that man 
Should'. be alone. I have a plan, 11 
Then Adam fell into a sleep 
Unbroken, undisturbed and deep, 
And as he slumbered unafraid, 
A woman from his side was made� 
When he awoke he did perceive 
A new creation known as Eveo 
No doubt his nap did him refresh 
"Bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh!" 
In great delight4 he did exclaim o
And then he gave to her a name; 
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He called her woman, and 'tis said, 
"For this cause, therefore, man shall wed, 
His father and his mother leave, 
And to his wife thereafter cleave. 11 
We do not know, but 'tis implied 
That Eve at once became his brideo 
There was no courtship nor delay, 
No waiting for the nuptial dayQ 
He did not write her notes in rhyme 
And bring her candy ev'ry time 
He called to see her at her home. 
She did not make for him sea foam 
Nor fudge or any other sweet 
That she was sure he'd like to eat. 
The papers did not break the news 
That he a wife was soon to choose; 
There were no gossipers who said 
That Eve and Adam were to wed� 
The next four lines I now shall quote 
Which E'-' u. Cook ., the poet•; wrote: 
11 He had no father-in-law to ask, 
No mother-in-law took him to task; 
No one, in fact, had aught to say, 
Eve simply gave herself away.," 
She was so glad she did rejoice 
To know that she was Adam's choice� 
She did not have to dress her hair 
And make her countenance look fair, 
Nor paint her face and fix her curls 
For fear he'd love the other girls. 
She knew her sweetheart she did own, 
That he was hers and hers alone. 
In Eden's bright and happy land, 
The bride and groom stood hand in hand; 
The birds were singing in the trees, 
The music floated on the breeze, 
The flowers blooming at their feet 
Shed forth a fragrance pure and sweet, 
And there beneath the smiling sun 
Two hearts in rapture beat as one. 
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One day by sin they were beguiled, 
The enemy their souls defiled; 
When they their Lord had disobeyed, 
They tried to hide - they were afraid. 
It was impossible to flee 
From Him who ev'ry thought doth see, 
God called to Adam and he came 
And sought to place on Eve the blame. 
She told the Lord it was the snake 
Who made her of the fruit partake o
The serpent did not say a word, 
But listened, while the curse he heard, 
"Of all the cattle and each beast, 
Lo, thou shall be esteemed the least; 
Upon thy stomach thou shalt crawl 
Admired by none; despised by allo" 
The woman then was notified: 
"Thy sorrow shall be multiplied, 
Thy husband shall rule over thee 
And to him thy desire shall be. 11 
Poor Adam, trembling like a leaf, 
Discovered he had come to grief, 
Because he hearkened to his wife 
Hard work would be his lot for lifeo 
Our parents who had gone astray 
Were from the garden sent away, 
No more in Eden could they stay­
For doing wrong they had to pay o
No mortal tongue could ever tell 
The awful depth to which they fell: 
Their souls once spotless, clean and white 
Were now as black as darkest night. 
Since that eventful, tragic hour, 
The world has felt sin's mighty pow'r; 
In ev'ry nation, ev'ry clime 
Are heart-aches, murder, theft and crime­
Poor widows weeping, husbands dead 
And children begging them for bread. 
Distress and poverty are found 
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While greed and selfishness abound o
The rich man with his hoarded wealth, 
Obtained by fraudulence and stealth, 
Is faring sumptuously each day 
While Lazarus is turned away 
With none but dogs to heal his sores­
Dives has closed to him his doors; 
This proud and haughty millionaire 
For needs of others does not care. 
But God whose love is ever great 
Beheld man in his fallen state 
And in compassion sent His Son 
Who over sin the vict'ry won $
Christ came from Heaven to this earth­
Oh, what a humble, lowly birth! 
'Twas not in Athens, nor in Rome; 
1 Twas not in Caesar's costly home; 
'Twas not within a palace fair, 
Nor in a mansion built with care: 
'Twas not the temple with its gold 
Which priests and Pharisees controlled­
Not even in a cottage small, 
But in the manger of a stalla 
'Twas here the earthly life began 
Of Jesus Christ, the Son of Man. 
While shepherds watched their flock by night, 
They saw bright messengers of light 
And heard the grand, exultant song 
That sounded out so clear and strongo 
The angel bade them not to fear, 
A message he had brought of cheer 
For there had come to them that day 
The Lord, who in the manger layr 
When Christ was born in Bethlehem, 
There journeyed to Jerusalem 1
Some men whose eyes had searched the skies, 
The Bible speaks of them as wiseo 
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They asked of Herod, "Where is He 
The King of Jews? His star we see 
And from the East we come today 
Our gifts and homage to Him pay." 
Then Herod, when these things he heard, 
With jealousy was deeply stirred, 
And filled with envy, pride and scorn, 
Demanded where Christ should be born. 
The scribes, obeying his command, 
Informed him that in Juda's land, 
In Bethlehem - a little town 
Should come this Ruler of renown. 
The wise men, guided by the star 
Which they had followed from afar, 
Beheld at last the Holy Child 
Pure, innocent and undefiled. 
They brought Him treasures - gifts of gold 
And frankincense and myrrh, we 0 re told g
God warned them in a dream and they 
Departed home another way. 
And, Joseph, too, was charged that he 
With Mary and the Babe must flee 
To Egypt: and 'tis said by night 
These famous persons took their flight. 
When by the Magi he was mocked, 
King Herod was enraged and shocked 
And sent to Bethlehem and slew 
All children who were under two. 
But when this cruel tyrant died 
And Joseph had been notified, 
With Jesus and with Mary, he 
Returned at once to Galilee. 
'TWas after wicked Herod's death, 
They came and dwelt in Nazareth; 
This fact by prophets had been seen­
"He shall be called a Nazarene .. 11 
Luke says that Christ in wisdom grew, 
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In stature and in favor, too. 
At thirty He began His work, 
From duty's path He did not shirk. 
He taught as never man had taught, 
He wrought as none had ever wrought; 
He cleansed the leper, raised the dead, 
He healed the sick, the hungry fed o
He cheered the lonely and distressed, 
He raised the fallen and oppressed; 
The weary soul in Him found rest 
And He the little children blessed o
He made the lame to leap and walk, 
The deaf to hear, the dumb to talk; 
He touched the blind and they did see, 
Men bound by sin, He did set freeo 
The winds and waves obeyed His will 
When He commanded, "Peace, be still! 11 
But great as were His wondrous deeds 
In ministering to human needs, 
I do not think they could compare 
To gracious truths He did declare 
When He revealed our Father's care 
For all the nations ev'rywhere. 
"For God so loved the world," He said, 
The black, brown, yellow� white and red, 
The high and low, the poor and rich, 
The man who labors in the ditch, 
The president in Washington, 
The kings and princes, ev'ry one 
Of Adam's lost and fallen race 
May all be ransomed by His graceo 
The heathen groping in the night 
Without a ray of cheering light, 
Beneath sin's desolating blight, 
Are precious in Jehovah's sight. 
He offers pardon, full and free­
Eternal life to you, to me, 
And to the outcast, to the bum, 
For "Whosoever will may cameo" 
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No matter what our lot may be, 
Nor where we dwell, on land or sea, 
On mountain-top or in the vale, 
His love and mercy cannot failo 
He sees the sparrows when they fall 
He hears the ravens when they call, 
No gloom nor darkness can appall 
When He is watching over allft 
God loved the world to such extent 
His only Son to earth He sent, 
Who at the age of thirty-three 
Was crucified on Calvarye 
Our guilt and sins were on Him laid 
And He complete atonement made o
He · 11tasted death for ev I ry man 11
According to salvation's plan� 
The law's demands were satisfied 
When on the cross our Savior died, 
The blood was flowing from His side 
And in deep agony He cried, 
11 'Tis finished!" and the work was done, 
He, our redemption for us, won. 
Oh, what a costly sacrifice� 
Forgiveness bought at such a priceo 
And now He pleads with you today, 
o do not turn the Christ away!
He bids you come to Him and live,
True happiness to you He'll givea
If you accept Him and believe
Eternal life you shall receive,
And when your journey here is o'er,




One day last June, to my delight, 
I was informed by Cecil Bright 
That I was made, so he did state, 
The Conference Poet Laureateo 
This honor on me you conferred 
Has grateful feelings in me stirredo 
I want to thank you ev'ry one 
For what you have so kindly doneo 
Since you a poem now request, 
I'll speak of those whom you know best: 
'Tis of the church that I shall talk, 
Its members and their daily walko 
Not Perfect 
No matter where on earth you search, 
You'll never find a perfect church. 
There are some groups so good and nice, 
They do not seem to have a vice; 
But if you carefully inspect, 
A defect you will soon detect. 
Some brother has been doing wrong, 
Some sister has a tongue too long. 
There are some choirs whose voices squeak, 
There are some deacons who don't "deak"; 
And I'll be very frank with you, 
There are some stewards who don't "stew" .. 
But if they're doing too much stewing, 
Be careful - there is trouble brewing! 
And there are elders, not a few, 
Who fail in what they ought to do. 
Weak Members 
There are some members who are weak, 
Some "saints" to other saints don't speak .. 
(I should not use the label "saint" 
For that would make them what they "ain't".) 
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"Cranktif ied 11 
Some have been saved and sanctified 
But others "wholly cranktified". 
Stingy Members 
Some brother who won't give a cent 
About the preacher will lament, 
He likes the gospel and he sighs 
Whene'er the parson mentions titheso 
Yes, "Jesus Paid It All, 11 he sings 
And nothing to his Master brings. 
The stingy get no satisfaction 
Out of our program, "Faith in Action" .. 
Progressive plans they do not cherish 
Without a vision, people perish. 
Their little world is very small, 
They see themselves and that is all. 
A timely jingle someone wrote 
About such persons. I now quote: 
"Old Deacon Horner sat in the corner 
As off'ring plates passed by; 
So sweetly content, he put in a cent 
And said, 1What a great soul am I!• 11 
How long could church and preacher live 
Upon the little some folks give? 
"Touchy" Members 
Some "touchy" members here and there, 
We have to handle with great care 
For they 1 ll create dissension 
If they don't get attention. 
They feel they've been neglected 
And, therefore, are dejected; 
But they have power double 
To stir up strife and trouble. 
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11 Touchy 11 Members continued 
Don't blame the preacher if he hits you 
But put the shoe on, if it fits you. 
Stubborn Members 
Some members, stubborn as a mule, 
Will balk and kick if they can't rule. 
Absent Members 
When in the church they ought to be, 
Some stay at home and watch TV. 
Some folks are sick on Sunday 
But well and strong on Monday. 
And others act like Sunday 
Is nothing but a fun day; 
Forgetting church, they hurry off 
And play another game of golfo 
Then, there's the "absent without leave 11 
Who have been nursing some pet peeve, 
They take their cars and drive away 
And they are seen no more that day-
Just where they go, I cannot tell, 
I trust they will not land in ___ , well, 
That place I'll not pronounce nor spello 
If you your pastor do not like, 
Do not conduct a 11 sit-down strike" .. 
If everybody missed, 
The church would not exist. 
You vote to close its doors, they say, 
When from God's house you stay away~ 
Some to the church do not draw near 
Unless it's an election year. 
Some in the Savior's love abide 




In overeating some indulge 
And lose the "Battle of the Bulge": 
They go to church to worship God 
But all the while, they nod and nod. 
I read somewhere the other day, 
The prayer that t hey are wont to pray, 
It's "Now I sit me down to sleep, 
The sermon will be long and deep; 
If he should quit before I wake, 
Give me a gentle nudge or shake. 
And this I ask for my own sake. 11 
(If preachers wide-awake would keep, 
The hearers might not fall asleepo} 
In nearly ev'ry church, a few 
Will whisper all the sermon through; 
And others fumble thro' a book 
And at the speaker never look. 
Moist Members 
Some members of the church, I fear, 
Are not as dry as they appear; 
When four assemble anywhere, 
A 11 fifth 11 , they say, is always there. 
I want nobody here to think 
That I'm for "liquor by the drink" 
Or by the gallon or the quart-
In any quantity or sorte 
I am against it by the cup, 
The tablespoonful or the sup. 
I donut believe its sips or drips 
Should ever touch a Christian's lips. 
And, 11 If you want a man to stop 
A-drinking rum and brandy 
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Moist Members continued 
Do not give license to the shop 
That keeps it always handy. 11 
Oh, no! My friends, it is not booze 
Our children need in place of shoes. 
To boys and girls who cry for bread, 
Don't give them alcohol instead. 
If they desire a dress or suit, 
Strong drink, we should not substitute. 
If bitter cold should bite the ear, 
They need warm caps, not wine and beer. 
o let us taste not, handle not 
This vicious, vile, and harmful rot! 
Fickle Members 
Some members may become deranged 
Unless their minister is changed: 
They of their pastor quickly tire 
And they another soon desire. 
Whom do they want? Well, I am told 
He must not be too young nor old. 
He should not be too large nor small; 
In stature, not too short nor tall. 
Upon his head, hair must be growing 
But on his face no whiskers showing. 
They 0ve overlooked or have not read 
What Burma Shave has wisely said: 
"In this old world of grief and sin, 
The head grows bald but not the chin. 11 
They want somebody who can preach, 
Someone who can all classes reach; 
Somebody who will do the work 
And let them sit around and shirk. 
There are committees who will search 
For pastors who will fill the church. 
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That is too much6 you should not ask 
A preacher to perform this task. 
Whatever clergyman you choose 
Must fill the pulpit, not the pews. 
Tho 1 it be June or bleak December, 
To fill the church falls on each membero 
Preachers Are Human 
Before and after, and including Truman, 
our presidents have all been human. 
The same is true today of preachers, 
We are not all angelic creatures. 
Although enraptured we may sing, 
Not one of us can sprout a wing. 
We have our faults, yes, they are many 
But where is he who has not any? 
We live in houses made of clay 
Which soon must crumble and decay. 
Restless Preachers 
Some preachers want to move each year, 
They like it better there than here. 
They may be packed up now to go 
Just where, they do not even know. 
Till your appointments have been read, 
'Tis best to get it in your head 
What Dr. Yoak has told us all: 
"Don't take the pictures off the wall." 
Where'er you move, this much is true, 
You'll always take yourself with you. 
Since _from yourself you cannot flee, 




Although at present we don't see 
A church from imperfections free, 
We should not be downcast and sad 
Not ev•ry one in it is bad. 
Great is the number who are good 
And living as a Christian shouldo 
It is our privilege each day 
To work and for God's kingdom prayo 
The Church Triumphant 
Christ loved the church and died for it 
To make it perfect ev'ry whit, 
Without a spot or any failing 
But strong, courageous and prevailingi 
Fair as the moon, clear as the sun 
And mighty in achievements done: 
A church that's grand and glorious 
And holy and victorious. 
When fleeting years are but a story, 
When we are safe at home in glory 
When souls redeemed from ev'ry land 
Before the great, white throne will stand, 
When angels and the ransomed sing 
And Christ is crowned our Lord and King, 
It will be then that we shall see 
A church that's all it ought to be. 
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I heard a talk on Palestine 
And wished the pleasure would be mine 
Some day to cross the ocean wide 
Beyond its raging, surging tide 
And place my feet upon the sod 
That Christ, my blessed Savior trodo 
I know I would enjoy the tour-
I'd_ go if I were not so poor. 
I'd like to see Jerusalem 
And old historic Bethlehem 
The little town of Jesus' birth, 
It is a hallowed spot of eartho 
In fancy, I can almost hear 
The sound of music on my ear 
Of angels as they sang that night 
When they appeared with glory brighte 
At Nazareth, I'd like to stop 
And search around for Joseph 1 s shop 
Where as a carpenter Christ worked 
And never from His duty shirked o
'T was here He lived, the Son of Man, 
Before His ministry began. 
Then there's the sea of Galilee 
Where He so often loved to beo 
The Garden of Gethsemane, 
Dark Calvary and Bethany, 
And other noted places, too, 
I wish that I could also view� 
I'd like to stand on Jordan's strand 
And cast my eyes to Canaan's land 
Where Abraham and Isaac dwelt 
And where the mighty prophets felt 
The power of the Spirit fall 
Enabling them to tell to all 
The message that on them was laid 
When they so earnestly had prayed. 
That pleasure mine may never be 
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The Holy Land some day to see 
But I can labor, watch and pray 
And His dear will strive to obey. 
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Christ chose twelve men to be with Him 
In sunshine bright and shadows dim1 
He wanted them to walk with Him 
To learn of Him and talk with Him. 
Saint Peter heads this famous list­
He must have been a Methodist 
For he backslid when Christ was tried 
And three times he his Lord denied. 
When he recovered from his fall 
He was the spokesman for them all. 
At Pentecost, he preached with power 
Three thousand souls were saved that houro 
Then Andrew and the martyr James 
Were added to this group of names 
And John, a son of Zebedee, 
Heard Jesus say, "Come, follow me ., " 
The others, Philip and Bartholomew, 
Saint Thomas and Saint Matthew, too"t 
The lesser James, son of Alphaeus, 
Lebbaeus, who was surnamed Thaddaeus, 
The Zealot Simon, called the Canaanite, 
And Judas who betrayed the Christ at night. 
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A bishop once arose to preach 
But when he sought to find his speech, 
Lo, it was not within his reach! 
Tho 1 carefully he searched around, 
His homily could not be found. 
Who killed Cock Robin? 'Twas the sparrow 
He did it with his bow and arrowo 
Who stole our noble Bishop's sermon? 
That's something we cannot determine� 
I do not think that it was Yoak, 
Who played the homiletic joke. 
He knows full well discourses deep 
When preached by him puts folks to sleep. 
He'd rather sing to one and all, 
"Don't take the pictures off the wall." 
Tho 1 Henry High may feel that he 
A better speaker ought to be, 
He is too wise to make the blunder 
Of fooling with the Bishop's thunder. 
John Hollister, with short mustache, 
Would not commit an act so rash. 
Culpepper might, I cannot say-
He is so mischievous and gay, 
But he had gone away that day. 
It was not Dr. Wayne F. Ransom, 
With winning smile and face so handsome� 
I know it was not Dro Potter-
He would not swipe a glass of water. 
Ere Crowson would a sermon take, 
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A point of order, he would make. 
I'm sure it was not Virgil Ware-
He sits too near the Bishop's chair. 
I'm not accusing Riggle-MAN 
Nor Martin, head of Wesley-AN 
Nor Dr Q John E. Hanni-FAN. 
It was not Dr. A. Eo Bennett-
He is the Chaplain of the Senateo 
Oh, no! It was not Cecil Bright, 
He seeks to do that which is right. 
Our superintendent, Dr. Woods, 
Has not been caught yet with the goods. 
What shall we say of Frank L. Shaffer? 
He holds that honesty is safer. 
The sermon was not taken hence 
By Kelly, Cain or Ira Mentzo 
Tho' they reside in Huntington, 
Far down below the heavens, 
This theft by Wallace was not done 
Nor was it Garrett Evans. 
And Carlson, who records our vocal stuff, 
Most certainly has heard enough. 
Yes, he would be the first to balk 
At taking home the Bishop's talk. 
Then there are Detrick, Shamblin, Smith 
And others we can reckon with. 
I do not have sufficient time 
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To mention everyone in rhyme. 
This may have been the perfect crimeo 
And Bishop, may I you advise: 
Possessions that you highly prize, 
You should not leave them lying 'round 
Where they by others may be found. 
In West Virginia, you will find 
That though we natives all are kind, 
'T is best to lock the door at night 
And fasten every window tight. 
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We owe a debt we cannot pay 
To ministers of yesterdaya 
These men of God are now retired 
But oh, the lives they have inspired! 
They paved the way, they blazed the trail, 
O'er hosts of sin they did prevail; 
They stood up bravely for the right, 
Against the wrong they waged the fight. 
They faithfully performed their work, 
From duty's paths they did not shirk: 
They walked the valleys, crossed the rills, 
They climbed the mountains and the hillso 
In rain and sunshine, heat and cold, 
They preached the Word to young and old. 
They cheered the lonely and distressed, 
They helped the fallen and oppressed. 
Immortal souls, lost and undone, 
Were by their earnest efforts won: 
Lives wrecked by evil were transformed 
And hearts once cold were strangely warmed. 
They toiled with all their might and main­
Not for themselves nor worldly gain 
But for the glory of the cross;' 
For Christ, they gladly suffered loss­
No task too hard to undertake, 
No sacrifice too great to make. 
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Six months have passed since I retired o
In that short time, what. has transpired? 
Our nation moves on just the same, 
The sun still shines with burning flame: 
The church at Glasgow which I left 
Is not in sorrow and bereft 
But it has done as much or more 
Than what it did the year before. 
No one is indispensable; 
Let us, therefore, be sensible 
Ourselves we should not over-rate 
And vainly think that we are great 
But soberly evaluate 
Our present brief and low estate. 
There were some things that I desired 
To do whenever I retired. 
I thought, perhaps, I'd take a trip 
Upon a plane, a train, or ship. 
Vd like to sail the seven seas 
And be refreshed by wave and breeze 
Or visit those I used to know 
In happy days of long agoa 
I missed the boat, it left me standing 
Upon the banks at Cox's Landinge 
Now three times nearly ev'ry week 
To people in that church I speak. 
No doubt 'tis better far to preach 
Than lie upon some sunny beach 
Or sponge upon a friend or neighbor 
And eat the product of his labor. 
If company, the Chinese say, 
Should more than three days with you stay, 
Like fish, they will begin to stink 
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And like sweet milk get sour or blinko 
'Tis wiser not to go about 
And wear a thread-bare welcome out. 
When should a minister retire? 
Not when he first has this desire. 
With plenty, man may be supplied 
But he is never satisfied. 
You will discover, as a rule, 
When it is hot, he wants it cool~ 
And when it 1 s cool, he wants it hot-
He's always wanting what is noto 
The pastor, with his burdens great, 
Would like to superannuate. 
If he could only get release, 
His soul would dwell in perfect peaceo 
If he with wings could just be blest, 
He'd fly away and be at rest. 
If you should happen to arrive 
At milepost No. 65 
And you don't feel like going on 
Because your pep and zip are gone: 
If you possess that worn-out feeling 
And work to you is unappealing, 
If you have lost your appetite 
And you can hardly sleep at night, 
If you have moods of melancholy 
And you no more are gay and jolly, 
If you are getting misanthropic 
And that which has been is your topic, 
If energy within you halts 
And nearly all your teeth are false, 
If you are indolent and lazy 
And if your thoughts are somewhat hazy, 
If you are weary in the service 
And goals and quotas make you nervous, 
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You have tired blood, yes, that is all­
Do not retire, take Geritol! 
I made this squib facetiously. 
Now, let me speak judiciously: 
Stay in the active work as long 
As you are competent and strong. 
But when your house of clay is failing 
And you are racked with pain and ailing, 
'Tis best to step aside with grace 
And let another take your place. 
Do not start pitying yourself 
And feel that you are on the shelf: 
When you retire, you are not through, 
There still is much that you can do 
For many churches here and there 
Will need your service and your care. 
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No charge have I this year to keep, 
I am no shepherd of the sheep. 
Like autumn leaves that fade and fall, 
Old age will come at last to all: 
Then we should step aside with grace 
And let another take our place� 
One night when I was sorry for myself 
Because I had been put upon the shelf, 
I felt that I was down and out and done 
And that my weary race on earth was run D
I went to hear the SINGING CARAVAN 
And, in this group, there was a man 
Who sang the number, "UNTIL THEN"., 
It gave me hope and cheer again .. 
Oh! How the chorus clearly rang 
As he that night so sweetly sang-
"But until then my heart will go on singing, 
Until then with joy I'll carry on, 
Until the day my eyes behold the city­
Until the day God calls me home." 
I listened and my eyes with tears were filled 
And ev'ry portion of my being thrilled. 
I cried, 11 0 Father, can it be 
That there is still a place for me? 
The end will come, I know not when 
But I'll keep working until theno 11 
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He does not wait'till we are dead 
Before his compliments are said 
And we are lying in the grave 
To speak the words of love we crave 
He always manages some how 
To give to us� Flowers Now. 
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Last June 0 it was decreed that I 
Had grown too old to even try 
To serve a circuit or a station 
But live in superannuation-
And mostly out of circulation. 
Although I'm not a vegetarian, 
I am a septuagenarian: 
And while I am discarded 
And more or less retarded, 
I do not think that I am junk 
But just a spare back in the trunk; 
And I am waiting at this juncture 
For blowouts, slow leaks or a puncture. 
Sometimes a parson goes away 
And sends for me that Sabbath Day 
To "baby-sit" in his pulpit 
Till he returns from his brief stay. 
When I receive hiss. o. s., 
With all the strength that I possess, 
I try to keep his members quiet 
And feed them on a "tasty" diet 
Of poems, jokes, and anecdotes 
And soothing sermons without notes. 
I shall not blow my little horn, 
For that would hold me up to scorn. 
But if there 0 s something I can do, 
If I can be of any help to you; 
If you desire a discourse able 
To strengthen those who are unstable1 
If you prefer a message great 
To educate and elevate: 
If you would like a dissertation 
To solve the problems of our nation; 
Or should you want a declamation 
For any age and situation; 




In Latin, Hebrew or in German­
o do not call on me, I pray 
But on our Bishop, Holloway. 
Not too strong, not too light, 
The Bishop has a voice that's right. 
If you would climb up to the heavens, 
Consult my pastor, Dr. Evans. 
If you•re on the rocks and broke, 
See Hollister or Dr. Yoak. 
Whene'er retirement time draws nigh, 
See "Mr" Pension 11, Dr o High. 
i I 
I would like to dwell upon the past, 
Though it is gone, sweet memories last. 
And, like autumn leaves that fade and fall 
The end will come to one and all. 
SOCIAL SECURITY CHECK 
o do you not know? o have you not
heard?
The best of each month is always 
the third. 
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18 LORD, IS IT I? 11 
Quite often I stand here to preach, 
I testify, exhort, and teach: 
I urge the many or the few 
That they to God should all be true, 
And quit each great or little sin 
That they have been indulging in" 
There are some folks, filled with delight, 
Who 1 11 answer, ''Preacher, you are right; 
We're not the people you are hitting 
But those by us who now are sittingo 
They need the gpspel, make it plain, 
Tell them from vices to abstain. 
"Bear down on them, yes, strike them hard-
. I 
Perhaps their meanness they'll discard. 
The minister should tell the truth 
To old, the middle-aged, and youth. 
But as for us, we do not need it: 
The other members ought to heed it." 
For instance, Maxine over there 
With grace and charm, and silver hair­
I preach a Sermon aimed at her, 
She does not even squirm nor stir, 
But answers, as she beams with bliss, 
'
0 I wish that Whitey could hear this. 11 
To move her I would have no better luck 
Than pouring water on a ducko 
I preach a �ermon aimed at Lyle, 
He sits and listens all the while, 
And turning 'round, he mutters, "Well, 
He's preaching now at Brother Bello" 
And Brother Bell, he thinks somehow, 
I'm hitting Leonard Turner now� 
And when I chance to preach to Nellie, 
She thinks of heathen in New Delhi 
And wishing they were here today 
To hear the words I have to say. 
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"LORD, IS IT I?" continued 
Whene'er I lecture David Smith, 
He blames the one he's sitting with. 
I preach to Pauline, blithe and gay, 
But she just thinks I'm hitting Jay. 
I preach to Ruth, she nods her head, 
That speech she feels is meant for Ted1 
To Ted I oft direct the truth, 
Accusingly he nudges Rutho 
Some do not stay awake to see 
If it • s a "he" or ju st a II she" 
For in the land of Nod, it seems, 
Are many sweet and pleasant dreams. 
John Henderson appears to know 
That my remarks are for Leo-
And Leo, grinning, answers, "See! 
That fits our pastor to a 'T'!" 
11 Now, Homer," so delcares my wife 
With whom I've lived most of my life, 
"If saint or sinner, you would reach, 
You'll have to practice what you preach." 
* * * * 
What is the moral of this rhyme 
With which I've taken so much time? 
It's this: God's truths to all apply 
And we should ask, "Lord, is it I? 11
Not only it 0 s the preacher, 
The deacon or the teacher 
But ev•rybody ev 0 rywhere 
Is standing in the need of prayer. 
{This poem was written for a Home-Coming 




o Lord, we come to Thee just now
And in Thy presence humbly bow.
Bless Thou the message we shall bring,
May we exalt Thee as our King.
Help us to serve Thee ev'ry day,
In Jesus' holy name we pray. Amen.
TABLE GRACE 
O Lord, we come to Thee just now 
And in Thy presence humbly bow. 
We thank Thee for Thy mercies great­
Too many to enumerate 
Or even try to estimate. 
Bless Thou the food which we partake 




January 13, 1966 
O Lord, we come to Thee just now 
And in Thy presence humbly bowQ 
We thank Thee for Thy mercies great­
Too many to enumerate 
Or even try to estimateg 
We praise Thee for our native land, 
Our State so wonderful and grand. 
Be with our President, we pray, 
And with our Gov�rnor each day. 
Bless those who are assembled here; 
Give unto us a vision clear. 
With problems great, we are involved­
O grant somehow they may be solved. 
Help us to labor with our 
And ever strive to do the 
Send peace upon the earth 







PRAYER FOR THE NEW YEAR 
We thank Thee, Lord, for this New Year. 
O may we all to Thee draw near! 
Keep us each day, we humbly pray, 
Within the "straight and narrow way". 
The earth and sea and sky above 
Declare, o Lord, Thy wondrous love: 
Yes, all creation everywhere 
Reveals to us Thy watchful care. 
How perfect is Thy law, o Lord! 
In keeping it, there's great reward: 
o grant that we may all obey
Thy holy will each passing day.
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PRAYERS continued 
RELIGION IN SCHOOL 
Shame on mankind for making rules 
To keep God out of public schools! 
The facts of nature clearly provei 
It is in Him we live and move. 
He made the world and ev'rything-
The flowers that bloom, the birds that 
sing, 
The sunshine bright, the falling rain, 
The harvest fields of golden grain. 
He is the Ruler of the land-
The earth revolves at His command; 
In love, He watches over all 
And hears us when on Him we call. 
Let children in the school room pray 
And ask the Lord for help each day. 
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PRAYERS continued 
PRAYER FOR THE SCHOOLS 
O, Lord, we praise Thee for our native land 
our nation, wonderful and grand-
Our homes, our parents and each friend 
And everything that Thou doth send. 
Bless Thou our teachers and our school; 
Help us to live the Golden Rule. 
Send "Peace on Earth, good-will to men 11: 




Now, may the Father from above 
The Holy Spirit heavenly dove, 
And Jesus Christ, God's only Son, 
Be with and bless us ev•ry one. Amen. 
BENEDICTION 
And now may mercy, grace and peace 
May blessings that shall never cease 
Be with Thy \ch\ldren ev • rywhere 
And keep them in Thy love and careo Amen. 
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MY' SWAN SONG 
Dr. Henry High has asked me 
And, moreover, he has tasked me 
That at this auspicious time 
To address you all in rhyme. 
Cognomens, you'll observe, are tricky. 
For instance, take the name of Wicke­
Spelled DOUBLE U - I - C - K - E 
But should we add the letter "d," 
Then "wicked" this great name would be .. 
That would not do - •t is understood, 
The bishops of our church are good. 
What shall I say about D. s. 1 s? 
They need our help in their distresses, 
For superhuman they must be 
To please the church and you and me. 
I've never been a Superintendent: 
On them I've always been dependent. 
When waters troubled seemed to be, 
There was no one to carry me 
And elevate me to the place 
Where I could own a large brief case 
And serve with dignity and grace. 
I'm very glad - I don't complain, 
I have been spared much grief and pain. 
My own D. s. is Ross Culpepper. 
As you all know he is a stepper: 
He's on the go from morn to night 
And labors with his main and might 
I do not claim he is iniquitous 
But as a "super" he's ubiquitous. 
When he was born the sages say 
That Nature threw his mold away. 
There's one thing I should like to know: 
Would any here consent to go 
To General Conference next year? 
If so, please make your meaning clear. 
Let's call the roll from A to z 
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MY SWAN SONG continued 
What is your answer? What is your plea? 
Will it be, "Here am I, send me 11? 
Since I shall soon be "on the shelf." 
I'll talk awhile about myself. 
When old enough I went to school: 
The teachers taught the 11three R rule" 
Of readin', 'ritin', 'rithmetic, 
Augmented with a hick'ry sticke 
Then, for a time, I left Monroe 
And to the southland I did go. 
'T was down in Nashville, Tennessee 
James o. Mcclurkan licensed me 
To preach the gospel of God's love 
And point men to that home above. 
The year was Nineteen-Hundred-Seven: 
The subject of my sermon, "Heaven". 
That night I tried as best I could 
To urge my hearers to be good, 
To give up sin and live for God 
And walk the path that Jesus trod. 
One person deep conviction felt 
And to the altar came and knelt: 
While he was praying, he believed 
And life eternal he received. 
From then until the present hour, 
I've asked the Lord for strength and pow'r 
Salvation ° s message to proclaim 
To souls in darkness, sin, and shame. 
Where'er I went, in church or tent, 
I preached that people should repent. 
Some heeded what I had to say 
And others coldly walked away. 
Then, nine and forty years ago, 
I was assigned by John Beddow 
To Boomer in the Magic Valley 
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MY SWAN SONG continued 
Where all my strength I had to rally 
To be the pastor of that charge: 
Its nine appointments made it large. 
And after two years did elapse, 
There were some folks who thought, perhaps 
'T was time to have a needed change 
And so James Engle did arrange 
For me that fall to go away 
And I was moved up Elk to Clay. 
Next year to Ripley I was sent 
And two years in that town I spent. 
From there I journeyed up to Proctor 
Where I resided with a doctor. 
To Wheeling next I was assigned; 
While there a wife I chanced to find .. 
The war broke out --- across the sea� 
I hearkened to my country's plea: 
The call to colors I did heed 
And I was stationed at camp Meade. 
Then, when the Germans ceased to fight, 
A church I pastored at Glen White. 
Two children did our lives adorn 
And in this town they both were born. 
Five years passed by, •t was time to go 
Down where we "watched Ceredo grow" .. 
From there to Fayetteville we went; 
To Williamstown, we next were sent. 
When we were moved, 't was understood 
That we should go to Ravenswood. 
We left that village with its bounty 
To Coalwood in McDowell county. 
Twelve years ago, Straughn called .my name 
For Glasgow and to it I came. 
A kinder church I have not served: 
Their loyalty has never swerved. 
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MY SWAN SONG continued 
The time has come to step aside 
For others better qualified; 
Another voice for me will speak­
Another precious souls will seekg 
I go but you remain; 
My loss will be your gain� 
The work that I have tried to do 
Will ably be performed by you. 
And now, I want to thank each one 
For ev'ry kindness to me done. 
May He, who guides with loving care 
The song birds through the pathless air, 
Fulfill to you the promise bright: 
"At ev'ning time, it shall be light". 
And in conclusion I shall quote 
A poem which another wrote: 
"When as a child I slept, 
Time crept. 
When as a youth I talked, 
Time walked. 
When I became a man, 
Time ran. 
And when I older grew, 
Time flew. 
Soon I shall find ere long, 
Time gone." 
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I HAVE NOT LIVED IN VAIN 
If I have made another smile 
My life on earth has been worth while, 
If I have dried a falling tear, 
And brought to others hope and cheer 
If I have lifted loads of care 
And kept the lonely from despair 
If I have told the lost of Christ 
Who for our sins was sacrificed 
If I have won some one astray 
And showed to him the better way 
If I have eased a woe or pain 
I have not lived in vain. 
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HOMESPUN PHILOSOPHY 
Do Not Worry 
Be always busy, never hurry, 
Keep calm and cool and do not worry 
Today 
Until tomorrow, don't delay 
To do what should be done today. 
Relax 
Your strength, you should not overtax: 
Be calm and patient and relax. 
Keep Plodding 
This admonition we should heed: 
"Keep plodding if you would succeed." 
Pluck 
No one should lean too heavily on luck, 
11T will give away - rely instead on pluck .. 
Wear Out 
If choose between the two we must 
'Tis better to wear out than rust. 
Sunshine 
Spread sunshine ev,'ry where you go; 




Better days will dawn­
Keep on keeping on. 
Would They? 
Some say the world has slipped its cogs 
And it is going to the dogs, 
But would the dogs want to possess 
The world today in such a mess? 
Sideburns 
When in the barber chair don't cough 
For he may cut your sideburns off. 
Patron's Plea 
Please wait on me in haste 
I have no time to waste. 
Buy Now - Pay later 
Of man's afflictions, few are greater 
Than buy it now and pay it later. 
The Urge To Buy 
Most folks are "broke" - do you know why? 
They cannot resist the urge to buy. 
Do It Yourself 
Do not depend on legislation 
To solve your ev•ry situationo 
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HOMESPUN PHILOSOPHY 
Before and After 
Before they wed, 11 Be careful, Sweet1" 
But now he yells, "Pick up your feet!" 
Perserverance 
If men should fail, they try again 
When women fail, they cry again. 
The Man In The Moon 
My parents said his isolation 
Was caused by Sabbath desecration, 
That he was sent there one day 
For burning brush on Sunday. 
our Faults 
Our faults, they say, are only two­
The words we speak and what we do. 
Your Neighbor's Faults 
Ere your neighbor's faults you mention 
Let your own get first attention. 
Empathy 
Do not your fellowmen revile 
Till in their shoes you walk a mile. 
Unsolicited Advice 
Why give advice? The wise don't need it. 




By gossip more folks are run down 
Than by all trucks and cars in town. 
They Say 
The gossip that we hear today 
Has for its source two words, "They say." 
The Tongue 
The tongue has power to destroy, 
To agitate, vex and annoy. 
A Needed Rest 
Perhaps it might be best 
To give your tongue a needed rest. 
They Cannot Answer 
Do not speak evil of the dead. 
They cannot answer what is said. 
"Peace" Agitators 
If those who demonstrate for peace 
Would not be war-like to police 
But have respect for laws 
They might promote their cause. 
We can't Please Everybody 
Were we to live upon our knees, 
Not ev'rybody we could please. 
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HOMESPUN PHILOSOPJIY 
How To Be Shunned 
Keep telling others what to do 
And soon they will be shunning you. 
Talk About Yourself 
Talk about yourself each day 
And your friends will walk away. 
unkind Words 
The unkind words you say 
May spoil somebody's day. 
Their Sting 
The words that are unkind 
Will leave their sting behindo 
Weekly Rule 
Let this be your weekly rule, 
Go to Church and Sunday School. 
Recipe For A Sermon 
If your hearers you would reach 
Put some short'ning in your speech. 
Work As Well As Pray 
Whene'er you pray for crops to grow, 




Do you have talents? Use them. 
If you do not, you'll lose them. 
Blessings 
Share your blessings ev'ry day­
They were sent to give away. 
Count Your Blessings 
When you cannot go to sleep, 
Count your blessings, not your sheep. 
Our Father 
Our Father is not far away 
When little children kneel and pray. 
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